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Supplementary Section A Mechanism of Density Functional Theory

In this section, we introduce details in relevant theory on DFT, including the formulation of OFDFT
under atomic basis, and the mechanism and details to use KSDFT to generate value and gradient data for
learning KEDF. Atomic units are used through out the paper.

Supplementary Section A.1 Basic Formulation of Density Functional Theory

For brevity, the following formulation is for spinless fermions therefore only consider spacial states. For
the restricted Kohn-Sham calculation we adopt for data generation, a pair of electrons of opposite spins
share a common spacial orbital, which amounts to duplicate the orbitals in the following formulation.

The mechanism of DFT may be more intuitively introduced under Levy’s constrained search formula-
tion [1]. TheN -electron Schrödinger equation for ground state is equivalent to the following optimization
problem on N -electron wavefunctions ψ(r(1), · · · , r(N)) under the variational principle:

E⋆ = min
ψ: antisym,⟨ψ|ψ⟩=N

⟨ψ|T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext|ψ⟩, (1)

where T̂ := − 1
2

∑N
i=1∇(i)2 is the kinetic operator, V̂ee :=

∑
1⩽i<j⩽N

1
∥r(i)−r(j)∥ is the electron-electron

Coulomb interaction (internal potential), and V̂ext :=
∑N
i=1 Vext(r

(i)) comes from a one-body external
potential Vext(r) that commonly arises from the electrostatic field of the nuclei specified by the given
molecular structureM = {X,Z} where X := (x(1), · · · ,x(A)) and Z := (Z(1), · · · , Z(A)):

Vext(r) = −
A∑
a=1

Z(a)∥∥r− x(a)
∥∥ . (2)

Although the optimization problem is exactly defined, directly optimizing the N -electron wavefunction
is very challenging computationally. Specifying the wavefunction ψ and evaluating the energy already
require an exponential cost in principle, as ψ is a function on R3N whose dimension increases with N .
To make an easier optimization problem, it is then desired to optimize a functional of the one-electron
reduced density,

ρ[ψ](r) := N

∫
|ψ(r, r(2), · · · , r(N))|2 dr(2) · · · dr(N), (3)

which has an intuitive physical interpretation of charge density even under a classical view, and more
importantly, the cost to specify a density is constant (with respect to N ) in principle, as the density is
a function on R3 whose dimension is constant. This is the starting point of density functional theory
(DFT) [2–4], and is first formally verified by Hohenberg and Kohn [5].

In terms of the density, the external potential energy, that is, the last term in Eq. (1), is already an explicit
density functional, since the external potential is one-body:

⟨ψ|V̂ext|ψ⟩ =
∫
ρ[ψ](r)Vext(r) dr = Eext[ρ[ψ]], where Eext[ρ] :=

∫
ρ(r)Vext(r) dr. (4)

For the other energy terms, using the density as an intermediate, the optimization problem in Eq. (1) can
be equivalently (see Lieb [6] for the correspondence between the optimization space of ρ and of ψ to
allow this equivalence) carried out in two levels:

E⋆ = min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

(
min

ψ: antisym,ρ[ψ]=ρ
⟨ψ|T̂ + V̂ee|ψ⟩

)
+ Eext[ρ] (5)

= min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

{
E[ρ] := U [ρ] + Eext[ρ]

}
. (6)

Here, the result of the first-level optimization problem carrying out a constrained search in Eq. (5) defines
a density functional,

U [ρ] := min
ψ: antisym,ρ[ψ]=ρ

⟨ψ|T̂ + V̂ee|ψ⟩, (7)

called the universal functional, as it is independent of system specification (that is, M or Vext). It is
composed of the kinetic and internal potential energy of the electrons. The optimization objective is then
formally converted to a density functional E[ρ] as shown in Eq. (6).
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Supplementary Table 1: Main notations. These notations are used consistently throughout the main
text and the supplementary text.

Basic concepts

r ∈ R3 Electron coordinate
N Number of electrons in a molecular system
ψ(r(1), · · · , r(N)) N -electron wavefunction
⟨f |g⟩ :=

∫
f(r)g(r) dr The standard inner product in function space

⟨f |Ô|g⟩ :=
∫
f(r)(Ôg)(r) dr Function-space inner product with operator

(f |g) :=
∫ f(r)g(r′)

∥r−r′∥ drdr′ Coulomb integral

Molecular system

x ∈ R3 Atom coordinates
a, b ∈ {1, 2, · · · , A} Indices for atoms in a molecule
X := {x(a)}Aa=1 Molecular conformation/geometry
Z := {Z(a)}Aa=1 Molecular composition
M := {X,Z} Molecular structure
{M(d)}Dd=1 Molecular structures in a dataset

Density functional theory

Φ := {ϕi(r)}Ni=1 Orbitals
i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N} Indices for orbitals or electrons
ψ[Φ](r

(1), · · · , r(N)) := det[ϕi(r
(j))]ij Slater determinant from orbitals Φ = {ϕi(r)}Ni=1

{ηα(r)}Bα=1 Orbital basis
Subscripts α, β, γ, δ ∈ {1, 2, · · · , B} Indices for orbital basis
Cαi Orbital coefficients
Γαβ :=

∑N
i=1 CαiCβi Density matrix

Sαβ := ⟨ηα|ηβ⟩ Overlap matrix of orbital basis
Dαβ,γδ := ⟨ηαηβ |ηγηδ⟩ Overlap matrix of paired orbital basis
D̃αβ,γδ := (ηαηβ |ηγηδ) 4-center-2-electron Coulomb integral of orbital basis
ρ(r) (One-electron reduced) density (function)
{ωµ(r)}Mµ=1 Density basis
Subscripts µ, ν ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M} Indices for density basis
Subscript µ = (a, τ) Atom assignment decomposition of basis index
pµ Density coefficient
wµ :=

∫
ωµ(r) dr Density basis normalization vector

Wµν := ⟨ωµ|ων⟩ Overlap matrix of density basis
W̃µν := (ωµ|ων) 2-center-2-electron Coulomb integral of density basis
Lµ,αβ := ⟨ωµ|ηαηβ⟩ Overlap matrix between density basis and orbital basis
F Fock matrix in KSDFT
k Step index for SCF iteration or density optimization process

(⋆ for the converged step)
(Veff)αβ := ⟨ηα|Veff|ηβ⟩ Effective potential matrix under orbital basis
(veff)µ := ⟨ωµ|Veff⟩ Effective potential vector under density basis
µ ∈ R Chemical potential
ε := Diag[ε1, · · · , εN ] The diagonal N ×N matrix of orbital energies
U [ρ] Universal functional
EXC[ρ] Exchange-correlation (XC) functional
TS[ρ] Kinetic energy density functional (KEDF)
TS(p,M) KEDF under atomic basis of density
TS,θ(p,M) KEDF model/approximation
TAPBE The APBE kinetic functional as the base functional TS,base
TS,res Residual KEDF on top of the base functional TS,base
ETXC Kinetic and XC functional
f Hellmann-Feynman force
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To carry out practical computation, variants of the kinetic and internal potential energy that allow explicit
calculation or have known properties are introduced, to cover the major part of the corresponding energies
in U [ρ]. The internal potential energy is covered by its classical version, that is assuming no correlation,
called the Hartree energy:

EH[ρ] :=
1

2

∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

∥r− r′∥
drdr′. (8)

The kinetic energy is covered by the kinetic energy density functional (KEDF), which is defined in a
similar way as the universal functional:

TS[ρ] := min
ψ: antisym,ρ[ψ]=ρ

⟨ψ|T̂ |ψ⟩. (9)

The remainder in the universal functional is called the exchange-correlation (XC) functional:

EXC[ρ] := U [ρ]− TS[ρ]− EH[ρ],

which is by definition also a density functional. Under this decomposition, the density optimization
problem in Eq. (6) becomes:

E⋆ = min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

{
E[ρ] = TS[ρ] + EH[ρ] + EXC[ρ] + Eext[ρ]︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Eeff[ρ]

}
. (10)

Here Eeff[ρ] is defined for future convenience and denoted after the effective-potential interpretation of
its variation detailed later. Using carefully designed explicit expressions or machine-learning models
to approximate the TS[ρ] and EXC[ρ] functionals, practical computation can be conducted. This is the
formulation of orbital-free density functional theory (OFDFT). Indeed, the object to be optimized is the
electron density, which is one function on the constant-dimensional space of R3, hence greatly reduces
computation complexity over the original variational problem Eq. (1). Under properly designed TS[ρ] and
EXC[ρ] approximations, the complexity is favorably O(N2) under atomic basis.

Considering the KEDF TS[ρ] is more challenging to approximate than the XC functional EXC[ρ], Kohn
and Sham [7] leverage an equivalent formulation of KEDF to allow its accurate calculation, at the cost of
increasing the complexity. The alternative formulation optimizes determinantal wavefunctions. A deter-
minantal wavefunction for N electrons is specified by N one-electron wavefunctions Φ := {ϕi(r)}Ni=1,
a.k.a orbitals, following the form:

ψ[Φ](r
(1), · · · , r(N)) :=

1√
N !

det[ϕi(r
(j))]ij , given orbitals Φ := {ϕi(r)}Ni=1.

The equivalent optimization problem in parallel with Eq. (9) is:

TS[ρ] = min
{ϕi}Ni=1:ρ[Φ]=ρ

⟨ψ[Φ]|T̂ |ψ[Φ]⟩ = min
{ϕi}Ni=1:orthonormal,

ρ[Φ]=ρ

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|T̂ |ϕi⟩, (11)

where ρ[Φ](r) :=

N∑
i=1

|ϕi(r)|2, given orthonormal orbitals Φ := {ϕi(r)}Ni=1. (12)

Note that the equivalence on defining TS[ρ] by Eq. (9) and Eq. (11) is currently only known to be guaran-
teed if the density ρ comes from the ground state of a non-interacting system which is non-degenerate [6,
Thm. 4.6]. Even there exists a density ρ that makes the determinantally-defined TS[ρ] by Eq. (11) dif-
ferent [6, Thm. 4.8], the determinantally-defined TS[ρ] still gives the right ground-state energy in density
optimization (up to a closure) [6, Thm. 4.9].

In Eq. (11), the second equality holds since the density normalizes to N , and a set of (non-collinear)
functions can always be orthogonalized, for example, using the Gram-Schmidt process ([8, Sec. 3.1.4]; [9,
Sec. 14.3]). This equivalence can be understood from the interpretation of TS[ρ] as the non-interacting
portion of kinetic energy. Indeed, for a non-interacting system, there are only kinetic energy and external
potential energy (that is, taking V̂ee = 0), so the two-level optimization in parallel with Eq. (5) becomes:

E⋆ = min
ψ: antisym,⟨ψ|ψ⟩=1

⟨ψ|T̂ + V̂ext|ψ⟩

= min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

(
min

ψ: antisym,ρ[ψ]=ρ
⟨ψ|T̂ |ψ⟩

)
+ Eext[ρ]

= min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

TS[ρ] + Eext[ρ], (13)
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from which we see that TS[ρ] is the ground-state kinetic energy of the non-interacting system whose
ground-state density is ρ. On the other hand, it is known that the ground-state wavefunction of a non-
interacting system is commonly determinantal (at least when the ground state is non-degenerate [6,
Thm. 4.6]). Hence the optimization can be rewritten as:

E⋆ = min
{ϕi}Ni=1

⟨ψ[Φ]|T̂ + V̂ext|ψ[Φ]⟩

= min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

(
min

{ϕi}Ni=1:ρ[Φ]=ρ
⟨ψ[Φ]|T̂ |ψ[Φ]⟩

)
+ Eext[ρ]

= min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

(
min

{ϕi}Ni=1:orthonormal,
ρ[Φ]=ρ

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|T̂ |ϕi⟩
)
+ Eext[ρ], (14)

which indicates Eq. (11).

Back to the main problem, leveraging this knowledge about TS[ρ] in the variational problem Eq. (10)
gives:

E⋆ = min
ρ:⩾0,

∫
ρ(r) dr=N

(
min

{ϕi}Ni=1:orthonormal,
ρ[Φ]=ρ

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|T̂ |ϕi⟩
)
+ EH[ρ] + EXC[ρ] + Eext[ρ],

which can be converted into directly optimizing the orbitals in a single-level optimization:

E⋆ = min
{ϕi}Ni=1:orthonormal

{
E[Φ] :=

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|T̂ |ϕi⟩+ EH[ρ[Φ]] + EXC[ρ[Φ]] + Eext[ρ[Φ]]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Eeff[ρ[Φ]]

}
. (15)

This is the formulation of Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KSDFT). With decades of develop-
ment of XC functional approximations, KSDFT has achieved remarkable success and becomes among
the most popular quantum chemistry method. In its formulation, the object to be optimized is a set of
orbitals {ϕi(r)}Ni=1, which are N functions on R3. This is still substantially cheaper than optimizing an
N -electron wavefunction on R3N , but has a complexity at least O(N) times more than OFDFT, due to
N times more R3 functions to optimize. Under atomic basis, KSDFT has a complexity at least O(N3)
(using density fitting) without further approximations. In this triumphant era of deep machine learning,
approximating a complicated functional is not as challenging as before. Powerful deep-learning mod-
els create the opportunity to approximate KEDF accurately enough to match successful XC functional
approximations. This would enable accurate and practical OFDFT calculation, unleashing its power of
lower complexity to push the accuracy-efficiency trade-off in quantum chemistry.

Supplementary Section A.2 KSDFT Calculation Produces Labels of KEDF

We now explain why a KSDFT calculation procedure could provide value and gradient labels of KEDF.
Computation details under atomic basis are postponed in Supplementary Section A.4. We start by de-
scribing the typical algorithm to solve the optimization problem in KSDFT. To determine the optimal
solution of orbitals Φ := {ϕi(r)}Ni=1, the variation of the energy functional E[Φ] in Eq. (15) with respect
to each orbital ϕi is required:

δE[Φ]

δϕi
(r) =

δ
∑N
j=1(−1/2)⟨ϕj |∇2|ϕj⟩

δϕi
(r) +

∫
δEeff[ρ[Φ]]

δρ
(r′)

δρ[Φ](r
′)

δϕi(r)
dr′

= 2T̂ ϕi(r) + 2Veff[ρ[Φ]](r)ϕi(r), (16)

where Veff[ρ](r) :=
δEeff[ρ]

δρ
(r) =

∫
ρ(r′)

∥r′ − r∥
dr′︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:VH[ρ](r)

+
δEXC[ρ]

δρ
(r)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:VXC[ρ](r)

+Vext(r). (17)

The term Veff[ρ[Φ]] arises as a variation with respect to the density ρ since the orbitals affect the energy
component Eeff apart from TS (defined in Eq. (10)) only through the density ρ[Φ] they define. By Eq. (12)

we have δρ[Φ](r
′)

δϕi(r)
= 2ϕi(r)δ(r − r′), which then gives Eq. (16). Combining Eq. (16) with the variation

of the orthonormal constraint yields the optimality equation for the problem Eq. (15):

F̂[ρ[Φ]]ϕi := T̂ ϕi + Veff[ρ[Φ]]ϕi = εiϕi, ∀i = 1, · · ·N. (18)
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In the derivation, only the Lagrange multipliers εi for the normalization constraints ⟨ϕi|ϕi⟩ = 1 are
imposed, since from the resulting equations (18), {ϕi}Ni=1 are eigenstates of an Hermitian operator F̂[ρ[Φ]]

called the Fock operator, hence are naturally orthogonal in the general case of non-degeneracy. These
equations resemble the Schrödinger equation for N non-interacting fermions, where Veff[ρ[Φ]](r), as a
function on R3, acts as an effective one-body external potential, hence the name.

Note that Veff[ρ[Φ]] is unknown beforehand, as itself depends on the solution of orbitals. Hence a fixed-

point iteration is employed: starting from a set of initial orbitals Φ(0) := {ϕ(0)i }Ni=1, construct the Fock
operator using results in previous iterations,

F̂ (k) := T̂ + V
(k)

eff , (19)

where V (k)
eff is taken as Veff[ρ

[Φ(k−1)]
] following this derivation, that is, F̂ (k) = F̂[ρ

[Φ(k−1)]
], and solve the

corresponding eigenvalue problem for the orbitals in the current iteration:

F̂ (k)ϕ
(k)
i = ε

(k)
i ϕ

(k)
i , ∀i = 1, · · · , N. (20)

The iteration stops until “self-consistency” is achieved, that is, the eigenstate solution Φ(k) := {ϕ(k)i }i
in the current step coincides (up to an acceptable error) with the orbitals Φ(k−1) := {ϕ(k−1)

i }Ni=1 in the
previous step that define F̂ (k). This is the self-consistent field (SCF) method [10].

An important fact of SCF is that, in each iteration k, the solution {ϕ(k)i }Ni=1 exactly defines the ground-
state of a non-interacting system of N fermions moving in the effective one-body potential V (k)

eff as the
external potential Vext. Indeed, the variational problem Eq. (14) that describes the non-interacting system
can be reformulated into a single-level optimization as:

E⋆ = min
{ϕi}Ni=1:orthonormal

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi|T̂ |ϕi⟩+
∫
ρ[Φ](r)V

(k)
eff (r) dr, (21)

whose variation coincides with Eq. (20) thus solved by {ϕ(k)i }Ni=1. This reveals the relation of SCF
solution to the KEDF: this solution of orbitals {ϕ(k)i }Ni=1 achieves the minimum non-interacting kinetic
energy

∑N
i=1⟨ψ[Φ]|T̂ |ψ[Φ]⟩ among all orthonormal orbitals that lead to the same density ρ[Φ(k)] (otherwise

Eq. (21) can be further minimized; can also be seen from the equivalence to Eq. (14)); by the alternative
form of KEDF Eq. (11) as non-interacting ground-state kinetic energy, we thus have:

TS[ρ[Φ(k)]] = ⟨ψ[Φ(k)]|T̂ |ψ[Φ(k)]⟩ =
N∑
i=1

⟨ϕ(k)i |T̂ |ϕ
(k)
i ⟩. (22)

This indicates that every SCF iteration produces a label for TS. Moreover, as the non-interacting variation
problem Eq. (21) is equivalent to its two-level optimization form Eq. (14), which is in turn equivalent to
the density optimization form using KEDF Eq. (13) (which explains the alternative KEDF form Eq. (11)),
the density ρ[Φ(k)] from the solution Φ(k) := {ϕ(k)i }Ni=1 of each SCF iteration minimizes Eq. (13). There-

fore, it satisfies the variation equation (Euler equation) of Eq. (13) (taking Vext as V (k)
eff ) subject to the

normalization constraint with Lagrange multiplier (chemical potential) µ(k):
δTS[ρ[Φ(k)]]

δρ
+ V

(k)
eff = µ(k). (23)

The variation of KEDF δTS
δρ is related to the gradient with respect to density coefficients when the density

ρ is expanded on a basis (see Supplementary Section A.4.3). Hence, every SCF iteration also produces a
label for the gradient of TS, up to a projection.

It is worth noting that these arguments still hold when the effective potential V (k)
eff in SCF iteration k is not

Veff[ρ
[Φ(k−1)]

], since the deductions from Eq. (21) to Eq. (23) only require V (k)
eff to be a one-body potential.

This allows more flexible data generation process since in common DFT calculation settings, V (k)
eff indeed

deviates from Veff[ρ
[Φ(k−1)]

] for more stable and faster convergence, for example when using the “direct
inversion in the iterative subspace” (DIIS) method [11, 12]. This also indicates that even when the XC
functional used in data generation is not accurate, the generated value and gradient labels for TS[ρ] are
still exact, since the XC functional still gives an effective one-body potential to define the non-interacting
system Eq. (20) or Eq. (21), as long as it is pure (that is, only depends on density features). In this sense,
data generation for KEDF is easier than that for the XC functional.
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Supplementary Section A.3 Formulation under Atomic Basis

For practical calculation, KSDFT typically uses an atomic basis {ηα(r)}Bα=1 to expand the orbitals for
conducting the SCF iteration in Eq. (20) for molecular systems. The expansion gives:

ϕi(r) =
∑
α

Cαiηα(r), (24)

which converts solving for eigenfunctions into the common problem of solving for eigenvectors of a
matrix. On the other hand, as emphasized in Introduction 1 and Results 2.1, we also hope to represent the
density on an atomic basis {ωµ(r)}Mµ=1 for efficient OFDFT implementation,

ρ(r) =
∑
µ

pµωµ(r). (25)

The left-hand-sides of Eq. (24) and Eq. (25) may also be denoted as ϕi,C or ΦC and ρp to highlight the
dependency on the coefficients. Note that both the orbital basis {ηα(r)}Bα=1 and density basis {ωµ(r)}Mµ=1
depend on the molecular structureM, as the location and type of each basis function is determined by
the coordinates x(a) and atomic number Z(a) of the corresponding atom. Nevertheless, the development
in this subsection is for one given molecular systemM, so we omit its appearance for density or orbital
representation. Typically, the numbers of basis B and M increase linearly with the number of electrons
N , that is, O(B) = O(M) = O(N).

Supplementary Section A.3.1 KSDFT under Atomic Basis

For the SCF iteration in Eq. (20), using the expansion of orbitals in Eq. (24), it becomes:∑
β C

(k)
βi F̂

(k)ηβ(r) = ε
(k)
i

∑
β C

(k)
βi ηβ(r), ∀i = 1, · · · , N . Integrating each function equation with

basis function ηα(r) gives:
∑
β C

(k)
βi ⟨ηα|F̂ (k)|ηβ⟩ = ε

(k)
i

∑
β C

(k)
βi ⟨ηα|ηβ⟩, which can then be formu-

lated as a generalized eigenvalue problem in matrix form:

F(k)C(k) = SC(k)ε(k), (26)

where F
(k)
αβ := ⟨ηα|F̂ (k)|ηβ⟩

Eq. (19)
= ⟨ηα|T̂ |ηβ⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

=− 1
2

∫
ηα(r)∇2ηβ(r) dr=:Tαβ

+ ⟨ηα|V (k)
eff |ηβ⟩︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:(V
(k)
eff )αβ

, (27)

Sαβ := ⟨ηα|ηβ⟩, ε(k) :=

 ε
(k)
1

. . .
ε
(k)
N

.
Here, F(k) is called the Fock matrix, and S is the overlap matrix of the orbital basis.

To show the expression of the Fock matrix, we first give the expression of the density defined by the
orbital coefficients from Eq. (12) and Eq. (24):

ρC(r) := ρ[ΦC](r) =

N∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∑
α

Cαiηα(r)

∣∣∣∣2 =

N∑
i=1

∑
αβ

CαiCβiηα(r)ηβ(r)

=
∑
αβ

Γαβηα(r)ηβ(r), (28)

where we have defined the density matrix corresponding to the orbital coefficients:

Γ := CC⊤, Γαβ :=

N∑
i=1

CαiCβi. (29)

Note that Eq. (12) requires orthonormal orbitals, hence Eq. (28) requires C to satisfy the corresponding
orthonormality constraint shown in Eq. (39) below. Orbital coefficient solutions C(k) in SCF iterations
satisfy this constraint as explained later.

In the derivation of SCF iteration, V (k)
eff is taken as Veff[ρ

[Φ(k−1)]
], that is, F̂ (k) = F̂[ρ

[Φ(k−1)]
]. This allows

explicit calculation of V(k)
eff as VeffC(k−1) based on Eq. (17) and F(k) as FC(k−1) , for which we introduce
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the following series of definitions:
FC := [⟨ηα|F̂[ρC]|ηβ⟩]αβ = T+VeffC (T defined in Eq. (27)),

VeffC := [⟨ηα|Veff[ρC]|ηβ⟩]αβ = VHC +VXCC +Vext, (30)

where (VHC)αβ := ⟨ηα|VH[ρC]|ηβ⟩
Eqs. (17, 28)

=

∫∫
ηα(r)ηβ(r)

∑
γδ Γγδηγ(r

′)ηδ(r
′)

∥r− r′∥
dr′dr

=
∑
γδ

D̃αβ,γδΓγδ = (D̃Γ̄)αβ , (31)

where D̃αβ,γδ := (ηαηβ |ηγηδ), Γ̄ is the vector of flattened Γ, (32)

(VXCC)αβ := ⟨ηα|VXC[ρC]|ηβ⟩ =
∫
VXC[ρC](r)ηα(r)ηβ(r) dr,

(Vext)αβ := ⟨ηα|Vext|ηβ⟩ = −
A∑
a=1

Z(a)

∫
ηα(r)ηβ(r)∥∥r− x(a)

∥∥ dr.

In defining D̃, we have used the notation of Coulomb integral for brevity:

(f |g) :=
∫
f(r)g(r′)

∥r− r′∥
drdr′. (33)

In practice, integrals in S, T, Vext, and the Coulomb integral D̃ can be calculated analytically under
Gaussian-Type Orbitals (GTO) as the basis {ηα}Bα=1. The integral in VXCC is conducted numerically on
a quadrature grid, as typically used in a DFT calculation. After convergence, the electronic energy can be
calculated from the orbital coefficients C by:

E(C) := E[ΦC]
Eq. (15)
= TS(C) + EH(C) + EXC(C) + Eext(C)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Eeff(C)

, (34)

where TS(C) :=

N∑
i=1

⟨ϕi,C|T̂ |ϕi,C⟩ =
∑
αβ

ΓαβTαβ = Γ̄⊤T̄, (35)

EH(C) := EH[ρC] =
1

2

∑
αβγδ

ΓαβD̃αβ,γδΓγδ =
1

2
Γ̄⊤D̃Γ̄, (36)

EXC(C) := EXC[ρC] = EXC

[∑
αβ

Γαβηαηβ

]
, (37)

Eext(C) := Eext[ρC] =
∑
αβ

Γαβ(Vext)αβ = Γ̄⊤V̄ext, (38)

where Γ̄, T̄, V̄ext are the vectors of flattened Γ, T, Vext, respectively. The term EXC[ρC] is again calcu-
lated by numerically integrating the defined density by C on a quadrature grid.

Computational Complexity Note that the construction of VHC from Eq. (31) and the evaluation of
EH(C) from Eq. (36) require O(B4) = O(N4) complexity. Even when using density fitting which
decreases the complexity to O(N2), the complexity in each SCF iteration of KSDFT is O(N3) since the
complexity of density fitting itself is O(N3) (see Supplementary Section A.4.1).

Orbital Orthonormality Under the atomic basis, orbital orthonormality ⟨ϕi|ϕj⟩ = δij becomes∑
αβ CαiCβj⟨ηα|ηβ⟩ = δij , or in matrix form,

C⊤SC = I. (39)
As mentioned after Eq. (18), only the normalization constraints need to be taken care of, as the orbitals
are eigenstates of an Hermitian operator hence are already orthogonal if non-degenerate. This property
transmits to the matrix form of the problem:

C⊤
:iSC:i = 1, ∀i = 1, · · · , N. (40)

(This can also be directly verified in the matrix form: for i ̸= j, (C⊤SC)ij = C⊤
:iSC:j

Eq. (26)
=

C⊤
:i

1
εj
FC:j

F is Hermitian
= 1

εj
(FC:i)

⊤C:j
Eq. (26)
= εi

εj
(SC:i)

⊤C:j
S is Hermitian

= εi
εj
(C⊤SC)ij , which indicates(

1 − εi
εj

)
(C⊤SC)ij = 0, thus (C⊤SC)ij = 0 assuming non-degeneracy εi ̸= εj .) Fulfilling the or-

thonormality constraint then only needs to normalize each eigenvector C̃(k)
:i of the problem in Eq. (26) to

form C(k); explicitly, C(k)
:i = C̃

(k)
:i /

√
C̃

(k)
:i

⊤
SC̃

(k)
:i .
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Relation to Direct Gradient Derivation The matrix form of the optimality equation under basis hence
the SCF iteration problem Eq. (26) can also be derived directly from Eq. (15) by taking the gradient of
the energy function of coefficients: E(C) := E[ΦC] = E

[
{
∑
αCαiηα}Ni=1

]
. Its gradient is related to

the variation of the functional of orbitals by integral with the basis:(
∇CE(C)

)
αi

=

∫
δE[ΦC]

δϕi
(r)
(
∇Cϕi,C(r)

)
αi

dr =

∫
δE[ΦC]

δϕi
(r)ηα(r) dr. (41)

The variation is given by Eq. (16), which is 2F̂[ρΦC
]ϕi,C(r) = 2

∑
β CβiF̂[ρΦC

]ηβ(r), which turns the
gradient into matrix form:

∇CE(C) = 2FCC. (42)

For the orbital orthonormality constraint, as mentioned, only the normalization constraints require explicit
treatment. By introducing Lagrange multiplier εi for each constraint in Eq. (40) and taking the gradient for
the corresponding Lagrange term gives∇C

∑N
i=1 εi

(
C⊤

:iSC:i−1
)
= 2SCε. This leads to the optimality

equation in matrix form:

FCC = SCε. (43)

By constructing the corresponding fixed-point iteration, Eq. (26) is derived.

Accelerating and Stabilizing SCF Iteration As mentioned, F(k) and V
(k)
eff may be taken differently

from FC(k−1) and VeffC(k−1) for more stable and faster convergence. The direct inversion in the iterative
subspace (DIIS) method [11, 12] is a popular choice for this. In DIIS, the Fock matrix F(k) in the
eigenvalue problem Eq. (20) for each SCF iteration k is taken as a weighted mixing of the vanilla Fock
matrices FC(k′) , k′ < k in previous steps:

F(k) :=

k−1∑
k′=0

π
(k)
k′ FC(k′) ,

where {π(k)
k′ }

k−1
k′=0 are the weights that are positive and normalized

∑k−1
k′=0 π

(k)
k′ = 1. Due to the nor-

malization, the kinetic part T of the matrix remains the same, so it agrees with the form in Eq. (27) (or
Eq. (19) in operator form), where:

V
(k)
eff :=

k−1∑
k′=0

π
(k)
k′ VeffC(k′) . (44)

Supplementary Section A.3.2 OFDFT under Atomic Basis
To solve the optimization problem of OFDFT in Eq. (10), it is unnatural to construct a fixed-point SCF
iteration process from its variation in Eq. (23). Hence, direct gradient-based density optimization is
conducted. For this, the energy functional of density function in Eq. (10) needs to be converted into a
function of density coefficients using the basis expansion of density function in Eq. (25):

E(p) := E[ρp] = E
[∑

µ

pµωµ

]
= TS(p) + EH(p) + EXC(p) + Eext(p)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Eeff(p):=Eeff[ρp]

, (45)

where TS(p) := TS[ρp] = TS

[∑
µ

pµωµ

]
, (46)

EH(p) := EH[ρp] =
1

2

∫∫ ∑
µ pµωµ(r)

∑
ν pνων(r

′)

∥r− r′∥
drdr′ =

1

2
p⊤W̃p, (47)

EXC(p) := EXC[ρp] = EXC

[∑
µ

pµωµ

]
, (48)

Eext(p) := Eext[ρp] =

∫ ∑
µ

pµωµ(r)Vext(r) dr = p⊤vext, (49)

where W̃µν := (ωµ|ων), (vext)µ := ⟨ωµ|Vext⟩.

The Coulomb integral notation (ωµ|ων) is defined in Eq. (33). Recall that we have omitted the dependency
of density basis {ωµ}µ hence of the functions for example TS(p) on the molecular structureM in this
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subsection. Integrals for W̃ and vext can be calculated directly [13, 14] under Gaussian-Type Orbitals
(GTO) as the basis {ωµ}µ, using software libraries for example libcint [15] in PySCF [16]. The term
EXC[ρp] is calculated by numerically integrating the defined density ρp on a quadrature grid as typically
used in a DFT calculation. In our M-OFDFT, TS(p) is calculated directly from the coefficient p using the
deep-learning model TS,θ(p,M).

To carry out direct optimization using a learned KEDF model TS,θ(p), the gradient of the electronic
energy in Eq. (45) is required, which is given by:

∇pEθ(p) = ∇pTS,θ(p) + W̃p+∇pEXC(p) + vext︸ ︷︷ ︸
∇pEeff(p)

. (50)

This gradient is then used to update the density coefficient after projected onto the linear subspace of
normalized densities, following Eq. (2).

Relation to Derivation as Integral of the Variation with Basis The gradient ∇pE(p) can also be
derived by the relation between gradient and variation that we have already seen in Eq. (41):(

∇pE(p)
)
µ
=
(
∇pE[ρp]

)
µ
=

∫
δE[ρp]

δρ
(r)
(
∇pρp(r)

)
µ
dr =

∫
δE[ρp]

δρ
(r)ωµ(r) dr. (51)

Integrating the variations given in Eq. (17) with the basis functions {ωµ}µ recovers the Hartree energy
gradient W̃p and external energy gradient vext in Eq. (50). The formula also applies to the gradient of
the kinetic energy∇pTS(p) and the gradient of the XC energy∇pEXC(p).

Automatic Differentiation Implementation for Calculating the Gradient In the implementation of
M-OFDFT, the gradient of the KEDF model ∇pTS,θ(p,M) is evaluated directly using automatic differ-
entiation [17], which can be conveniently done if implementing the model using common deep-learning
programming frameworks, for example, PyTorch [18]. To calculate ∇pEXC(p) conveniently, we also
re-implemented the PBE XC functional [19] in PySCF using PyTorch and evaluate its gradient also by
automatic differentiation. For material systems, automatic differentiation implementation of OFDFT is
also developed recently [20]. When using the residual version TS,res,θ of KEDF model, which is detailed
in Eq. (78) in Supplementary Section B.4 later, the base KEDF (taken as the APBE KEDF [21]) is also
implemented in this way.

Computational Complexity As will be detailed in Supplementary Section B, the Transformer-
based [22] KEDF model for our M-OFDFT has a quadratic complexity O(A2) = O(N2). The PBE
functional [19] for EXC and the APBE functional [21] for the base KEDF are at the GGA level (general-
ized gradient approximation), so evaluating the energies amounts to calculating the density features with
O(M) cost on each grid point, in total with O(MNgrid) cost where Ngrid is the number of grid points, and
then conducting the quadrature with O(Ngrid) cost. The complexity for these energies is thus O(MNgrid)
which is also quadratic O(N2) since Ngrid = O(N) (though with a large prefactor). Evaluating the
gradient using automatic differentiation is in the same order of evaluating the function, hence also has
O(N2) complexity. Evaluating EH(p) and Eext(p) using Eq. (47) and Eq. (49) and their gradients using
Eq. (50) require O(M2) = O(N2) complexity. Therefore, the complexity in M-OFDFT has a quadratic
complexity O(N2), which is indeed lower than that of KSDFT (detailed in Supplementary Section A.3.1
above).

Besides the advantage in asymptotic complexity, the fact that M-OFDFT is implemented in PyTorch(see
Supplementary Section B.1.6) enables it to leverage GPUs efficiently. These factors jointly facilitate the
much higher throughput of M-OFDFT than KSDFT.

Supplementary Section A.4 Label Calculation under Atomic Basis

This subsection details the calculation of the data tuple (p(k), T
(k)
S ,∇pT

(k)
S ) for learning a KEDF model

from the orbital coefficients C(k) of the orbital solution Φ(k) := {ϕ(k)i }Ni=1 in each SCF iteration k.
Following the previous subsection, we omit the appearance of M for density or orbital representation
(for example, in TS(p,M)) and omit the index d for different molecular systems. We insist keeping the
k index to reflect that the deduction is based on the solution in an SCF iteration but does not apply to
arbitrary orbital coefficients C.

Supplementary Section A.4.1 Density Fitting

We start with calculating the density coefficient p(k) under the density basis {ωµ(r)}Mµ=1 for representing
the density defined by the orbital coefficient solution C(k). This process is called density fitting [23],
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which is also used in KSDFT for acceleration, in which context the atomic basis for the density is also
called auxiliary basis. The density coefficient p(k) needs to fit represented density ρp(k) by Eq. (25)
to the density ρC(k) defined by Eq. (28). Noting that Eq. (28) essentially expands the density onto the
paired basis {ηα(r)ηβ(r)}αβ with coefficient as the vector Γ̄(k) of flattened Γ(k), this is the classical
coordinate transformation problem from the paired basis to the density basis. The classical approach is
by minimizing the standard L2-norm of the residual density:∫ ∣∣ρp(k)(r)− ρC(k)(r)

∣∣2 dr = p(k)⊤Wp(k) − 2p(k)⊤LΓ̄(k) + Γ̄(k)⊤DΓ̄(k),

where Wµν := ⟨ωµ|ων⟩, Lµ,αβ := ⟨ωµ|ηαηβ⟩, and Dαβ,γδ := ⟨ηαηβ |ηγηδ⟩ are the overlap matrices
of the density basis, between the density basis and the paired basis, and of the paired basis, respectively.
Noting that this is an quadratic form of p(k), we know the solution is p(k) = W−1LΓ̄(k).

However, the standard L2-metric on the density function may not be the most favorable metric for density
fitting. Instead, energy is the directly concerned quantity. The kinetic energy is the most desired metric,
since this would minimize the mismatch of the fitted density p(k) to the kinetic energy label T (k)

S . But
there is no explicit expression to calculate the kinetic energy from density coefficient. We hence turn to
using the Hartree energy and the external energy as the metric. (Using the XC energy requires an arbitrary
choice of a functional approximation, and the calculation is more costly.)

For the Hartree energy as defined in Eq. (8), noting that it is quadratic in density, we fit p by minimizing
the (2×) Hartree energy arising from the residual density:

2EH[ρp(k) − ρC(k) ] =

∫∫ (
ρp(k)(r)− ρC(k)(r)

)(
ρp(k)(r′)− ρC(k)(r′)

)
∥r− r′∥

drdr′

= p(k)⊤W̃p(k) − 2p(k)⊤L̃Γ̄(k) + Γ̄(k)⊤D̃Γ̄(k),

where symbols with tilde are the corresponding overlap matrices under integral kernel 1
∥r−r′∥ , which,

using the symbol of Coulomb integral defined in Eq. (33), are W̃µν := (ωµ|ων), L̃µ,αβ := (ωµ|ηαηβ),
and D̃αβ,γδ := (ηαηβ |ηγηδ) as already defined in Eq. (32). As a quadratic form, the solution is p(k) =

W̃−1L̃Γ̄(k). This result can be understood as if the Hartree energy (Coulomb integral) defines a metric
on the space of density functions.

For the external energy as defined in Eq. (4), as it is linear in density, we fit p by directly minimizing the
difference between the defined external energies:(
Eext[ρp(k) ]− Eext[ρC(k) ]

)2
=
(
Eext(p

(k))− Eext(C
(k))
)2 Eqs. (49, 38)

= (p(k)⊤vext − Γ̄(k)⊤V̄ext)
2.

To combine the two metrics, the final optimization problem is a combined least squares problem:

p(k) = argmin
p

p⊤W̃p− 2p⊤L̃Γ̄(k) + Γ̄(k)⊤D̃Γ̄(k) + (p⊤vext − Γ̄(k)⊤V̄ext)
2,

which corresponds to the over-determined linear equations in matrix form:

Wp(k) = b(k), where W :=

(
W̃
v⊤

ext

)
,b(k) :=

(
L̃Γ̄(k)

Γ̄(k)⊤V̄ext

)
.

This is directly solved using least-squares solvers. In this conversion, we did not explicitly consider the
normalization constraint, p(k)⊤w = N , since it is already satisfied with a high accuracy, due to the close
fit to the original density.

Supplementary Section A.4.2 Value Label Calculation
The label for the value of KEDF can be calculated from Eq. (22) by leveraging the expression Eq. (35)
under atomic basis:

TS(C
(k)) =

∑
αβ

Γ
(k)
αβTαβ = Γ̄(k)⊤T̄,

where Γ(k) = C(k)C(k)⊤ from Eq. (29), and Γ̄(k) is the vector by flattening. The corresponding density
coefficient p(k) is calculated from C(k) using density fitting as detailed above. A subtlety arises since
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the fitted density p(k) may differ a little from the original density defined by C(k) due to finite-basis
incompleteness, so TS(C

(k)) may not be the best kinetic energy label for p(k). Indeed, as mentioned,
in density fitting, we do not have a way to directly find the density coefficient p(k) that achieves the
kinetic energy closest to TS(C

(k)). Instead, p(k) is fitted to match the Hartree and external energy. We
hence assume that the electronic energy is less affected by density-fitting error than the kinetic energy,
and instead of taking TS(p

(k)) ≈ TS(C
(k)), we take E(p(k)) ≈ E(C(k)), which means TS(p

(k)) +
Eeff(p

(k)) ≈ TS(C
(k)) + Eeff(C

(k)). Hence the KEDF value label for p(k) is taken as:

T
(k)
S := TS(C

(k)) + Eeff(C
(k))− Eeff(p

(k)),

where Eeff(C
(k)) =

1

2
Γ̄(k)⊤D̃Γ̄(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
EH(C(k))

+EXC(C
(k)) + Γ̄(k)⊤V̄ext︸ ︷︷ ︸

Eext(C(k))

,

Eeff(p
(k)) =

1

2
p(k)⊤W̃p(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
EH(p(k))

+EXC(p
(k)) + p(k)⊤vext︸ ︷︷ ︸

Eext(p(k))

,

following definitions and expressions of Eqs. (34-38) and Eqs. (45-49). Labels for the two variants of
functional models detailed in Supplementary Section B.4 can be calculated accordingly. For the residual
version of KEDF TS,res, the label is correspondingly modified using values at p(k):

T
(k)
S,res := T

(k)
S − TAPBE(p

(k)).

For the version ETXC that learns the sum of KEDF and the XC energy, the corresponding label is: T (k)
S +

EXC(p
(k)) = TS(C

(k))+
(
EH(C

(k))+EXC(C
(k))+Eext(C

(k))
)
−
(
EH(p

(k))+EXC(p
(k))+Eext(p

(k))
)
+

EXC(p
(k)) = TS(C

(k))+EXC(C
(k))+

(
EH(C

(k))−EH(p
(k))+Eext(C

(k))−Eext(p
(k))
)
, where the last

term can be omitted since the Hartree energy difference and the external energy difference are minimized
by p(k) in density fitting. We therefore take the label as:

E
(k)
TXC := TS(C

(k)) + EXC(C
(k)).

Supplementary Section A.4.3 Gradient Label Calculation
Under an atomic basis, the kinetic energy functional of density is converted into a function of density
coefficient TS(p) := TS[ρp] following Eq. (46). For its gradient ∇pTS(p), following the fact in Eq. (51),
it is related to the variation of the functional TS[ρ] by integral with the basis:(

∇pTS(p)
)
µ
=

∫
δTS[ρp]

δρ
(r)
(
∇pρp(r)

)
µ
dr =

∫
δTS[ρp]

δρ
(r)ωµ(r) dr.

The variation corresponding to a known density is given by Eq. (23) above, which comes from the so-
lution of orbitals in a KSDFT SCF iteration. If omitting the error in density fitting and approximating
δ
δρTS[ρp(k) ] with δ

δρTS[ρC(k) ] = δ
δρTS[ρ[Φ(k)]], then the gradient can be accessed by integrating both

sides of Eq. (23) with the density basis:

∇pTS(p
(k)) + v

(k)
eff = µ(k)w,

where (v
(k)
eff )µ := ⟨ωµ|V (k)

eff ⟩ =
∫
V

(k)
eff (r)ωµ(r) dr, wµ :=

∫
ωµ(r) dr. (52)

In practice, the chemical potential µ(k) is not needed, since the gradient matters in its projection on the
tangent space of normalized densities in order to keep the density normalized in density optimization
(see Eq. (2)). The space of normalized densities is a linear space {p | p⊤w = N} since

∫
ρp(r) dr =∑

µ pµ
∫
ωµ(r) dr = N , so it coincides with its tangent space. The projection onto the tangent space is

achieved by applying I− ww⊤

w⊤w
, which gives:(

I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
∇pTS(p

(k)) = −
(
I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
v
(k)
eff . (53)

Due to the same reason, the gradient loss function Eq. (4) also only matches the projected gradient of the
model to the projected gradient label.

The remaining task is to evaluate v
(k)
eff in Eq. (52). Considering the complication that V (k)

eff (r) may not be
taken as the explicit-form effective potential Veff[ρ

[Φ(k−1)]
](r) = Veff[ρ

C(k−1) ] (Eq. (17) and Eq. (28)), such
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as when DIIS (Eq. (44)) is used in SCF iteration, evaluating v
(k)
eff can be done by leveraging the orbital-

basis representation V
(k)
eff already available in the SCF problem (Eq. (26)), which is defined in Eq. (27)

as the integral with paired orbital basis: (V
(k)
eff )αβ :=

∫
V

(k)
eff (r)ηα(r)ηβ(r) dr. Using the expansion

coefficients K of the density basis onto the paired orbital basis, that is ωµ(r) =
∑
αβKµ,αβηα(r)ηβ(r),

we can conduct the conversion by (v
(k)
eff )µ =

∑
αβKµ,αβ(V

(k)
eff )αβ .

However, solving for K is unaffordable: using least squares, this amounts to solving DK = L (or solving
D̃K = L̃). Since D (or D̃) has shape B2 × B2, the complexity is O(MB4) = O(N5). Even it is only
called once for one molecular structure, the cost is still intractable even for medium-sized molecules.
Moreover, the approximation δ

δρTS[ρp(k) ] ≈ δ
δρTS[ρC(k) ] does not guarantee the optimality of density

optimization using the learned KEDF model on the same molecular structure as explained later.

We hence turn to another approximation, and use a more direct way to calculate the gradient. The approx-
imation is that Eq. (23) also holds for the fitted density ρp(k) :

δTS[ρp(k) ]

δρ
+ Veff{p(k′)}k′<k = µ′(k), (54)

where Veff{p(k′)}k′<k is the V (k)
eff constructed from fitted density coefficients in previous SCF iterations,

instead of orbital coefficient solutions in previous SCF iterations that the V (k)
eff in Eq. (23) uses. The

chemical potential µ′(k) may be different, but due to the above argument for Eq. (53), it is not used. The
approximation holds if density fitting error can be omitted, for example when using a large basis set.
Following the procedure above, the corresponding kinetic-energy gradient after projection is given by:(

I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
∇pTS(p

(k)) = −
(
I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
veff{p(k′)}k′<k , (55)

where
(
veff{p(k′)}k′<k

)
µ
:=
〈
ωµ
∣∣Veff{p(k′)}k′<k

〉
=

∫
Veff{p(k′)}k′<k(r)ωµ(r) dr, (56)

correspondingly. Calculating veff{p(k′)}k′<k requires a direct approach. This can be done following the

relation between the known functions Veff[ρ
[Φ(k′)]

] and the constructed V (k)
eff in the SCF iteration. In DIIS,

this relation can be drawn from the construction in Eq. (44) by noting the definitions Eq. (27) and Eq. (30)
of the matrices, which is a weighted average: V (k)

eff =
∑k−1
k′=0 π

(k)
k′ Veff[ρ

C(k′) ]
. Following this pattern, the

required effective potential in Eq. (54) is constructed as: Veff{p(k′)}k′<k =
∑k−1
k′=0 π

(k)
k′ Veff[ρ

p(k′) ]
. The

weights {π(k)
k′ }

k−1
k′=0 are taken as the same as those computed in the SCF iteration. Its vector form under

the density basis is given by:

veff{p(k′)}k′<k =

k−1∑
k′=0

π
(k)
k′ veffp(k′) , where

(
veffp

)
µ
:= ⟨ωµ|Veff[ρp]⟩ =

∫
Veff[ρp](r)ωµ(r) dr. (57)

Calculation of each veffp(k) can be carried out directly following Eq. (17) that gives Veff[ρp] explicitly. In
our implementation, each veffp(k) is conveniently calculated using our automatic differentiation imple-
mentation mentioned in Supplementary Section A.3.2, since we notice the fact that:

veffp = ∇pEeff(p), (58)
where Eeff(p) := Eeff[ρp] is defined in Eq. (45) and its gradient ∇pEeff(p) is given by Eq. (50). This
fact is again due to the relation between gradient and variation revealed in Eq. (51) and noting that Veff[ρ]

is defined as the variation δEeff[ρ]
δρ of the effective energy functional in Eq. (17). As analyzed at the end of

Supplementary Section A.3.2, evaluating the gradient has the same complexity as evaluating the energy
Eeff(p), which is O(M2) + O(MNgrid) = O(N2), which is much lower than the O(N5) complexity
above.

To sum up, {veffp(k′)}k′ are first calculated using automatic differentiation following Eq. (58), which are
used to construct veff{p(k′)}k′<k following Eq. (57), then the gradient ∇pTS(p

(k)) is given by Eq. (55)
up to a projection. Since the loss function Eq. (4) for gradient supervision explicitly projects the gradient
error, the gradient label itself does not have to be projected before evaluating the loss (that is, the loss
is the same whether the gradient label is projected; since projection is idempotent). We hence take the
gradient label ∇pT

(k)
S directly as the density-constructed DIIS effective potential vector:

∇pT
(k)
S := −veff{p(k′)}k′<k .
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For the residual version of KEDF TS,res and the version ETXC that also includes XC energy as detailed in
Supplementary Section B.4, the labels are produced accordingly:

∇pT
(k)
S,res := ∇pT

(k)
S −∇pTAPBE(p

(k)), ∇pE
(k)
TXC := ∇pT

(k)
S +∇pEXC(p

(k)),

where ∇pTAPBE(p
(k)) and∇pEXC(p

(k)) are also calculated using automatic differentiation.

Apart from the convenient and efficient calculation using automatic differentiation, this choice of gra-
dient label could also train a KEDF model that leads to the correct optimal density, since the label-
ing approach is compatible with the density optimization procedure of M-OFDFT shown in Eq. (2) and
Eq. (50). More specifically, upon the convergence of SCF iteration for which we mark quantities with “⋆”,
the DIIS effective potential V ⋆eff is converged to the single-step, explicit-form effective potential Veff[ρC⋆ ]
(Eq. (17) and Eq. (28)) by design. Correspondingly, the density-constructed DIIS effective potential vec-
tor veff{p(k′)}k′<⋆ (Eq. (56)) at convergence coincides with veffp⋆ (Eq. (57)), which is ∇pEeff(p

⋆) by
Eq. (58). This gives a gradient label to the KEDF model through Eq. (55), which enforces the model to
satisfy: (

I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)(
∇pTS,θ(p

⋆) +∇pEeff(p
⋆)
) Eq. (50)

=
(
I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
∇pEθ(p

⋆) = 0,

which in turn enforces the density optimization process Eq. (2) to converge to p⋆, the true ground-state
density coefficient. The optimality of density optimization using the learned KEDF model can then be
expected.

Supplementary Section A.5 Force Calculation

The force experienced by atoms in a molecular structure is an important quantity as it is directly required
for geometry optimization and molecular dynamics simulation. It is also used as a metric to evaluate the
results of M-OFDFT (Results 2.2, Supplementary Section D.2.1). There are different ways to calculate
the force in both KSDFT and OFDFT, and the results may differ. Here we describe two common ways
for force calculation, which are the Hellmann-Feynman (HF) force [24, 25] and the analytical force [26].
Evaluation protocol using force for M-OFDFT and M-NNP/M-NNP-Den against KSDFT is detailed at
the end.

Hellmann-Feynman Force Force is the negative gradient of the total energy of a molecule as a function
Etot(X) of atom coordinates X = {x(a)}Aa=1 (molecular conformation). We omit the dependency on the
molecular composition Z for brevity. The total energy Etot(X) := E⋆X + Enuc(X) comprises both the
electronic energyE⋆X in electronic ground state (including interaction with the nuclei), and also the energy
from inter-nuclear interaction:

Enuc(X) :=
1

2

∑
a,b=1,··· ,A,

a̸=b

Z(a)Z(b)

∥x(a) − x(b)∥
, (59)

which gives the inter-nuclear part of the force,

−∇x(a)Enuc(X) = −Z(a)
∑
b: ̸=a

Z(b) x(b) − x(a)

∥x(b) − x(a)∥3
. (60)

The electronic energy E⋆X is the minimum after a variational optimization process for solving the elec-
tronic ground state of the molecule in conformation X. In the most fundamental form, E⋆X is determined
by the variational problem on N -electron wavefunctions as shown in Eq. (1). The Hamiltonian opera-
tor therein ĤX = T̂ + V̂ee + V̂ext,X depends on the conformation X through Vext,X, which is given in
Eq. (2). The ground-state wavefunction ψ⋆X and energy E⋆X = ⟨ψ⋆X|ĤX|ψ⋆X⟩ hence also depend on X.
The gradient of E⋆X can then be reformed as: ∇XE

⋆
X =

∇X⟨ψ⋆X|ĤX|ψ⋆X⟩ = ⟨∇Xψ
⋆
X|ĤX|ψ⋆X⟩+ ⟨ψ⋆X|∇XĤX|ψ⋆X⟩+ ⟨ψ⋆X|ĤX|∇Xψ

⋆
X⟩

(*)
= E⋆X⟨∇Xψ

⋆
X|ψ⋆X⟩+ ⟨ψ⋆X|∇XĤX|ψ⋆X⟩+ E⋆X⟨ψ⋆X|∇Xψ

⋆
X⟩

= ⟨ψ⋆X|∇XĤX|ψ⋆X⟩+ E⋆X∇X⟨ψ⋆X|ψ⋆X⟩
(#)
= ⟨ψ⋆X|∇XĤX|ψ⋆X⟩, (61)

where the equality (*) is due to that ψ⋆X is an eigenstate of the Hermitian operator ĤX with real eigen-
value E⋆X, and the equality (#) is due to that the wavefunction is normalized ⟨ψ⋆X|ψ⋆X⟩ = 1 for all X.
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Eq. (61) is the Hellmann-Feynman (HF) theorem [24, 25]. To continue the calculation, the gradient of
the Hamiltonian operator in the expression can be derived as∇x(a)ĤX = ∇x(a) V̂ext,X, and by noting that
V̂ext,X is multiplicative and one-body as shown in Eq. (2), we have ∇x(a)Vext,X(r) = −Z(a) r−x(a)

∥r−x(a)∥3 ,
and subsequently, the electronic force can be calculated as:

−∇x(a)E⋆X = −⟨ψ⋆X|∇x(a)ĤX|ψ⋆X⟩ = Z(a)

∫
ρ⋆X(r)

r− x(a)

∥r− x(a)∥3
dr =: f

(a)
X , (62)

where ρ⋆X(r) := ρ[ψ⋆X](r) defined in Eq. (3). This is the Hellmann-Feynman (HF) force fX. This ex-
pression coincides with the electrostatic force under a classical view, indicating “there are no ‘mysterious
quantum-mechanical forces’ acting in molecules” [9]. From the expression, evaluating the HF force only
requires a good approximation to the ground-state electron density ρ⋆X(r), which is available in various
quantum chemistry methods, including ρC⋆X in KSDFT given by Eq. (28) and ρp⋆X in M-OFDFT given
by Eq. (25). The total force on the nuclei is the sum with the inter-nuclear force in Eq. (60).

Analytical Force However, when using the atomic basis, there emerges approximation error in the
function representation, since the basis is incomplete. Consequently, the conditions of the HF theorem
do not hold exactly. This makes the HF force in Eq. (62) only an approximation to the true electronic
force −∇x(a)E⋆X, and other approximations are possible. For example, −∇x(a)E⋆X can also be estimated
by directly taking the analytical gradient of the electronic energy E⋆X expressed under the atomic basis
with the optimal coefficients [26]. This way of estimating the electronic force is hence called analytical
force fana,X. For KSDFT, E⋆X = EX(C⋆

X), where EX(C) is given by Eqs. (34-38) (note that the basis
functions ηα, ηβ and matrices T, D̃ and Vext all depend on X), and C⋆

X is the optimal orbital coefficients.
The corresponding analytical force on an atom a can be expanded as:

f
(a)
ana,X := −∇x(a)EX(C⋆

X) = −(∇x(a)EX)(C⋆
X)− tr

(
(∇x(a)C⋆

X)⊤∇CEX(C)
∣∣∣
C=C⋆X

)
, (63)

where (∇x(a)EX) takes the gradient with a fixed C, and ∇x(a)C⋆
X is the Jacobian,

(∇x(a)C⋆
X)αi,ξ := ∂(C⋆

X)αi/∂x
(a)
ξ in which ξ ∈ {1, 2, 3} indices the three spacial com-

ponents, and matrix operations, including transpose, matrix multiplication and trace, act on
indices α and i. When C⋆

X is indeed accurately optimized, self-consistency in Eq. (43)
and orthonormality in Eq. (39) are satisfied. By also noting Eq. (42), the second term in

Eq. (63) vanishes: tr
(
(∇x(a)C⋆

X)⊤∇CEX(C)
∣∣
C=C⋆X

) Eq. (42)
= 2 tr

(
(∇x(a)C⋆

X)⊤FC⋆X
C⋆

X

) Eq. (43)
=

2 tr
(
(∇x(a)C⋆

X)⊤SXC⋆
Xε⋆X

)
= tr

(
(∇x(a)C⋆

X)⊤∇C⋆X
tr
(
(C⋆

X
⊤SXC⋆

X − I)ε⋆X
))

=

∇x(a) tr
(
(C⋆

X
⊤SXC⋆

X − I)ε⋆X
) Eq. (39)

= 0. If in practice C⋆
X is not exactly optimized, the contri-

bution from ∇x(a)C⋆
X should also be considered; see Pulay [26] for detailed treatments.

Note that only the−(∇x(a)V̄ext,X)⊤Γ̄⋆X term (Γ̄⋆X is the vector of flattened optimal density matrix Γ⋆X :=

C⋆
XC⋆

X
⊤), as a part of −(∇x(a)EX)(C⋆

X), corresponds to the HF force (see Eq. (38)). Other terms in the
analytical force f

(a)
ana,X in Eq. (63) are collectively called the Pulay force after [26], that is, fana,X − fX.

They come in the form of the gradient of the basis functions with respect to atom coordinates, hence are
non-zero when using atomic basis and differentiate the analytical force from the HF force.

Implementation Although the analytical force is regarded as a more accurate estimation when using
atomic basis, we still take the HF force to evaluate the results, since the way to calculate the analytical
force is different for different methods: KSDFT and M-OFDFT require different types of Coulomb inte-
grals under different basis sets, and M-NNP and M-NNP-Den only require back-propagating the gradient
through the deep-learning model. Moreover, the HF force in Eq. (62) only depends on the density from
the ground-state solution, so it can also be seen as a relevant metric to evaluate the solved density.

For each molecular system, we take the true value of HF force as that given by the KSDFT solution, where
the density is taken after density fitting (see Supplementary Section A.4.1). The HF force by M-OFDFT is
calculated directly from the optimized density. For M-NNP and M-NNP-Den, as they cannot provide the
density, only the corresponding analytical forces, −∇XEtot,θ(X) and −∇XEtot,θ(X,p

init), are available.
Note that since they predict the total energy, the inter-nuclear force −∇XEnuc(X) (Eq. (60)) is included
in the gradients. To convert them into HF forces, we extract from the gradients with the inter-nuclear
force as well as the Pulay force: f

(a)
M-NNP,X = −∇x(a)Etot,θ(X) − (−∇x(a)Enuc(X)) − (f

(a)
ana,X − f

(a)
X ),

and similarly for f (a)M-NNP-Den,X, where the analytical force f (a)ana,X and the HF force f (a)X are calculated from
KSDFT. Following previous works [27, 28], the error in predicted force is measured by the mean absolute
error (MAE) over each of the three spacial components of the force on each atom in each molecule in the
test set.
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Supplementary Section A.6 Scaling Property under Atomic Basis

The KEDF has an exact scaling property which describes its change after uniformly scaling (stretching
or squeezing) a density. Under a scaling (squeezing) rate λ, the uniformly scaled density is given by the
rule of change of variables: λ̂ρ(r) := λ3ρ(λr). The scaling property is stated as the following [29]:

TS[λ̂ρ] = λ2TS[ρ]. (64)

Designing the model to exactly satisfy this condition not only guarantees reasonable results in some
physical sense, but would also reduce the functional space where the model needs to search by learning,
hence improving accuracy and the generalization and extrapolation ability. Some prior investigations [30,
31] for machine-learning KEDF indeed observed accuracy improvement in some cases (though not as
substantial in some other cases).

Now we consider leveraging this property for the KEDF model TS(p,M) under atomic basis. As input
density is represented under an atomic basis {ωµ}Mµ=1 using coefficient p as ρp given by Eq. (25), we
need to first represent the scaled density λ̂ρp under the same basis with coefficient λ̂(p):

λ̂ρp :=
∑
µ

pµλ̂ωµ(r) =
∑
µ

λ̂(p)µωµ(r). (65)

Solving for λ̂(p) using least squares gives λ̂(p) = W−1W(λ)p, where W
(λ)
µν := ⟨ωµ|λ̂ων⟩ here, and

Wµν := ⟨ωµ|ων⟩ as the same as above. The scaling property Eq. (64) is then transformed as:

TS(W
−1W(λ)p,M) = λ2TS(p,M). (66)

However, to preserve Eq. (64) exactly, the expansion Eq. (65) must hold exactly. But this is not the
case: the finite basis set {ωµ}Mµ=1 is incomplete, and the scaled basis functions {λ̂ωµ}Mµ=1 are not linearly
dependent on the original ones. Hence, the transformed scaling property Eq. (66) under the atomic basis
is not exact, thus may not provide much benefit to the KEDF model TS,θ(p,M).

There seems to be a possibility when using the even-tempered atomic basis set, which comes in the
following form:

ωµ=(a,τ,ξ)(r) = wa,τ,ξ(r− x(a)),

where wa,τ,ξ(r = (x, y, z)) := xξ1yξ2zξ3 exp(−αa,|ξ|βτ∥r∥
2
), (67)

with tempering ratio β > 1, monomial-exponent parameter ξ = (ξ1,ξ2,ξ3), and exponent parame-
ter αa,|ξ| shared across ξ values with the same |ξ| := ξ1 + ξ2 + ξ3. The index τ runs from 0 to

Ta,|ξ|. Therefore, under the scaling with β− 1
2 , we have: β̂− 1

2ωµ=(a,τ,ξ)(r) = β̂− 1
2wa,τ,ξ(r − x(a)) =

β− 3
2wa,τ,ξ(β

− 1
2 r − x(a)) = (β− 1

2 )3+|ξ|wa,τ−1,ξ(r − x(a)/β− 1
2 ), which is in the same even-tempered

basis set but on a scaled molecular structureM/β− 1
2 := {Z,X/β− 1

2 }, as long as τ > 0. For τ = 0,
it corresponds to the most flat basis function, and its coefficient pµ=(a,τ=0,ξ) is close to zero hence can
be omitted for density representation. Therefore, under the scaling with β− 1

2 , the scaled density can be
expressed as:

β̂− 1
2 ρp,M(r) =

∑
a,ξ

Ta,|ξ|∑
τ=0

pa,τ,ξβ̂− 1
2ωa,τ,ξ(r)

=
∑
a,ξ

Ta,|ξ|∑
τ=1

pa,τ,ξ(β
− 1

2 )3+|ξ|wa,τ−1,ξ(r− x(a)/β− 1
2 ) +

∑
a,ξ

pa,0,ξβ̂− 1
2ωa,0,ξ(r)

≈
∑
a,ξ

Ta,|ξ|∑
τ=1

pa,τ,ξ(β
− 1

2 )3+|ξ|wa,τ−1,ξ(r− x(a)/β− 1
2 )

=:
∑
a,ξ

Ta,|ξ|∑
τ=0

p
(β− 1

2 )
a,τ,ξ wa,τ,ξ(r− x(a)/β− 1

2 ) = ρ
p(β

− 1
2 ),M/β− 1

2
(r),

where the new coefficients are defined as:

p
(β− 1

2 )
a,τ,ξ :=

{
(β− 1

2 )3+|ξ|pa,τ+1,ξ, τ < Ta,|ξ|,
0, τ = Ta,|ξ|.
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The scaling property Eq. (64) can then be written as:

TS(p
(β− 1

2 ),M/β− 1
2 ) = (β− 1

2 )2TS(p,M).

However, this holds only for one value of scaling depending on the basis set (also for (β− 1
2 )n for integer

n as long as the contributions from the first n coefficients can be omitted). Moreover, this constraint
connects the original input to a scaled conformation M/β− 1

2 , which can be far from an equilibrium
structure. The behavior of the TS,θ model for these scaled conformations may be less relevant for real
applications. Hence still, it does not seem definite to gain benefits from the scaling property.

Another possibility to exactly expressing the scaling property is to replace the molecular structure M
with the basis overlap matrix W to characterize the atomic basis. In this way, the rescaling of atomic
basis can be described by the change of the overlap matrix:

λ̂Wµν :=

∫
λ̂ωµ(r) λ̂ων(r) dr = λ3

∫
ωµ(r)ων(r) d(λr) = λ3Wµν .

Hence, we do not need to expand the rescaled basis onto the original one, and the scaling property in
Eq. (64) becomes:

TS(p, λ
3W) = λ2TS(p,W).

It is promising future work to investigate whether the overlap matrix is sufficient to specify the spacial
and type configurations of the basis functions, and to design proper model architecture for effectively
processing such pairwise feature and ensuring the above scaling property.

Supplementary Section B M-OFDFT Technical Details

In this section, we provide more technical details of the proposed M-OFDFT framework. We first provide
an overall description of the nonlocal neural network model for KEDF and detail the architecture of neural
network components in Supplementary Section B.1. We then elaborate on other components in the model
that handle the unconventional challenges for learning a neural network model, including the use of local
frame to guarantee geometric invariance of the model in Supplementary Section B.2, and enhancement
modules for expressing a large gradient range in Supplementary Section B.3. Furthermore, we discuss
explorations on learning different density functional variants in Supplementary Section B.4. Finally, we
detail the density optimization techniques in Supplementary Section B.5, which is the usage of M-OFDFT
to solve a given molecular structure.

Supplementary Section B.1 Model Specification

We start with more explanations on the design idea of the model formulation. As motivated in the main
paper, M-OFDFT utilizes the expansion coefficients p of the density under an atomic basis set as the direct
density feature input into the functional model. Compared to the grid-based representation, a common
alternative for density representation, using the atomic-basis representation saves thousands of times the
representation dimension. This is critical for implementing a nonlocal calculation in the model, which is
well-known vital for approximating KEDF [32–36], but would otherwise be prohibited by the millions
times more cost. The aggregation to atoms further reduces the required number of interacting nodes (from
grids to atoms) in the nonlocal calculation. Noting that atomic basis are also used in material systems, so
this way of density representation hence M-OFDFT is not restricted to non-periodic molecular systems in
formulation. We note that there are also works in the context of learning the XC functional that develop
machine-learning models also using features under atomic basis [37, 38], but the models do not take the
molecular structure in input and focus on processing the features hosted on each atom individually, hence
are essentially not nonlocal models.
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Supplementary Figure 1: The KEDF model architecture. (a) (See also Alg. 1.) Overview of the
model architecture. The model calculates the non-interacting kinetic energy (or a variant of it) from the
given density, specified by the density coefficient vector p on an atomic basis set (Supplementary Sec-
tion B.1.1), as well as the atomic numbers Z and coordinates X of all atoms in the target molecule for
characterizing the basis functions. The coefficient vector p is first processed by the CoefficientAdapter
module to make an SE(3)-invariant density features p̃ and reduce the gradient scale for the rest of the
model to fit. The p̃ features are then used to construct initial node features h by the NodeEmbedding
module (Supplementary Section B.1.3), for which the types Z and positions X of the atoms are also
incorporated to provide information to interpret the coefficient features. The positional input X is per-
ceived by the model only in terms of pairwise distance features E produced by the Gaussian basis function
(GBF) module (Supplementary Section B.1.2). The node features h are subsequently updated by several
Graphormer-3D (G3D) modules (Supplementary Section B.1.4). They calculate the interaction of fea-
tures on every pair of nodes hence cover the nonlocal effect, in which relative position features Ẽ between
each pair of nodes are considered, which are processed from E by a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) module
(Eq. (69)). The final node features are aggregated by another MLP module and summed over the nodes to
produce a scalar, and the final output is its addition with the output of the AtomRef enhancement module
(Methods 4.3, Supplementary Section B.3.3) which shares the burden to model a large-scale gradient.
(b) (See also Alg. 2.) Structure of the CoefficientAdapter module. It consists of the LocalFrame module
(Methods 4.2; Supplementary Section B.2) to convert SE(3)-equivariant features into invariant features,
followed by two enhancement modules NaturalReparameterization and DimensionwiseRescaling (Meth-
ods 4.3; Supplementary Section B.3.2 and B.3.1) which reduce the gradient scale for subsequent modules
to fit. (c) Structure of the NodeEmbedding module (Supplementary Section B.1.3). It integrates infor-
mation from three sources for each node: atom-type (for basis-set type) Z which is mapped to a feature
vector by atom embedding, positional feature in terms of pairwise distance feature E which is aggregated
over nodes and processed by an MLP module, and density features p̃ which is mapped to a mild numerical
range by a shrink gate and processed by another MLP module. (d) Structure of the G3D module (Sup-
plementary Section B.1.4). The SelfAttention module updates node features by the nonlocal cross-node
interaction of features h based on spacial relation features Ẽ between nodes. An MLP module further
processes the updated node features. The LayerNorm module is applied before each of the two modules
for numerical convenience. Note that the data on each streamline is the concatenated features across the
nodes. Only the SelfAttention module models the interaction across nodes, while other modules are ap-
plied to the features of each node independently.

Since the atomic basis depends on the molecular structureM := {Z,X}, the model also needs to include
M into its input for a complete specification of the input density, where the atom types Z := {Z(a)}Aa=1
are used to specify the types of basis functions (since atoms of different elements are assigned with dif-
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Algorithm 1 Evaluation of the KEDF model TS,θ(p,M) (or the kinetic residual model TS,res,θ(p,M) or
the TXC model ETXC,θ(p,M); see also Supplementary Figure 1)

Require: Input molecular structure M = {X,Z} comprising positions X := {x(a)}Aa=1 and atomic
numbers Z := {Z(a)}Aa=1 of all atoms in the molecule, input density coefficients p (see Supplemen-
tary Section B.1.1).

1: Construct pairwise distance features E ← GBF(X) and Ẽ ← MLP(E) (Eq. (68), Eq. (72), Eq. (69));
2: Process coefficient features: (p̃,p′)← CoefficientAdapter(p) (Alg. 2);
3: Construct initial atomic representations: h← NodeEmbedding(Z,E, p̃) (Eq. (70));
4: for i in 1 · · ·L do
5: Update atomic representations using the i-th G3D module: h← G3D(i)(h, Ẽ) (Eq. (74), Eq. (71),

Eq. (73));
6: end for
7: Compute the output of the atomic reference module: T ′ ← TAtomRef(p

′,M) (Eq. (8));
8: Compute the kinetic energy: TS ←

∑A
a=1 MLP(ha) + T ′ (Eq. (75));

9: return TS

ferent types (that is, parameters) of basis functions) and the conformation X := {x(a)}Aa=1 to specify the
centers of the basis functions. Although includingM into the model input sacrifices formal universality,
explicit dependency onM is arguably inevitable for an efficient density representation, which requires
the structure of the problem, that is, the pattern of the density (“inductive bias” in machine learning), to re-
duce the representation dimension. Even the irregular grid representation inherits the pattern of molecular
structure, hence a nonlocal model using grid input feature still requires generalization across molecular
systems. On the other hand, the nonlocal Graphormer model architecture, based on which our neural net-
work model is designed, has shown attractive capability to generalize across conformations and chemicals
for a range of molecular tasks in previous studies [39–41]. Our extrapolation study in Results 2.3 directly
validates the superior generalization capability for OFDFT. Particularly, Fig. 3(c) shows that M-OFDFT
outperforms classical KEDFs which only use raw electron density input by a large margin even in an ex-
trapolation setup, indicating the benefit of accuracy of nonlocal calculation enabled by the concise density
representation based on the molecular structureM outweighs the sacrifice of formal universality. As for
the generalization to molecules with unseen elements, since the atom type Z here as perceived by the
model only represents the type of basis functions that is used to hold the electron density near the atom
but does not represent the physics of the actual nucleus or its interaction with electrons, we can assign
the atom of unseen element with a seen atom type, and use the basis functions of the seen element to
hold the electron density around that atom. Nevertheless, due to a different electron structure, the model
has not seen the pattern of density coefficients for the unseen element, so there exists a generalization
challenge. This could potentially be mitigated by using a common basis set for all elements or including
more elements in training, which will be investigated in future work.

The KEDF model takes atomic numbers Z, positions X, and density coefficients p of all atoms in the
molecule as input. Note that given p andM, there is no need of explicit density gradient or Laplacian
features since they are transmitted to the features of the basis functions and thus already embodied in
M. The input variables are first used to construct node features encoding information about the elec-
tron density surrounding each atom. These features are further transformed and employed to predict the
non-interacting kinetic energy. The gradient of the KEDF with respect to density coefficients for density
optimization is obtained through auto-differentiation [18]. Considering the fact that nonlocal calculation
is indispensable for KEDF, we build the nonlocal model based on the Graphormer architecture [39, 40].
Notably, Graphormer can handle varying-length input feature (as needed since different molecules have
different numbers of atoms) in a permutation-invariant manner, which is not straightforward using other
popular architectures such as multi-layer perceptions alone. The architecture has shown attractive perfor-
mance in processing molecular structure to predict various properties, for example, ground-state energy
and HOMO-LUMO gap of molecular systems [39, 40], and also structure sampling from a thermody-
namical ensemble [41]. The nonlocal architecture has an O(N2) complexity, which does not increase
the complexity of OFDFT. Our empirical results in Supplementary Section D.4.2 indicate the nonlocal
formulation is crucial; restricting atomic interactions with distance cutoffs leads to a performance decline
on considered molecular systems.

An overview of the KEDF model is sketched in Supplementary Figure 1(a) and summarized in Alg. 1.
The process can be narrated in four stages.

(i) To adapt the Graphormer architecture for learning a physical functional, a few modifications are
needed. To address the additional learning challenges mentioned in Methods 4.2 and 4.3, the input density
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coefficients, formulated following the details in Supplementary Section B.1.1, are first processed by the
CoefficientAdapter module (Supplementary Figure 1(b)), in which the local frame module (Methods 4.2;
Supplementary Section B.2) first converts the rotational equivariant coefficients to rotational invariant
coefficients, and two enhancement modules NaturalReparameterization and DimensionwiseRescaling
(Methods 4.3; Supplementary Section B.3.2 and B.3.1) follow in order so as to reduce the gradient scale.

(ii) Before leveraging the Graphormer architecture, initial node (that is, atom) features need to be pre-
pared, which, in addition to the node type (Z) and geometry (E , processed from X) information in the
original version of Graphormer, density coefficients (p̃, processed from p) should also be blended in
so that the resulted node features hold the information of electron density around the respective atoms.
This process is handled by the NodeEmbedding module (Supplementary Figure 1(c); Supplementary Sec-
tion B.1.3). Note that the conformation input X is perceived by the model only in the form of pairwise
distance features E , which is produced by the Gaussian Basis Function (GBF) module (Supplementary
Section B.1.2) from pairwise distances of all atom pairs. These features are consumed by the NodeEm-
bedding module and also by the G3D module next. In this way, the model is naturally invariant with
respect to the translation and rotation of atom coordinates X.

(iii) Several concatenated Graphormer modules then process the node features. Since in processing the
interaction between node features, the spacial relation between the two nodes needs to be considered,
we use the Graphormer-3D (G3D) version [40], where the conformation information is input as pair-
wise distance features processed by the GBF module and a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) module. In
the G3D module (Supplementary Figure 1(d); Supplementary Section B.1.4), the SelfAttention module
carries out calculation on any pair of node features, which covers nonlocal interaction or correlation of
density features at distance. The LayerNorm module in the G3D module is adopted following successful
experiences of such models, which shifts and scales the feature distribution to make the following layer
easier to process numerically.

(iv) Finally, the last-layer node features are processed by MLP and then got aggregated into one scalar,
which is added with the output of the AtomRef enhancement module TAtomRef(p

′,M) (Methods 4.3;
Supplementary Section B.3.3) to construct the final energy output (Supplementary Section B.1.5). The
AtomRef module shares the burden to express large gradient thus reduces the difficulty to fit large gradient
for the neural-network G3D branch.

We next detail the neural network components in the model, including GBF, NodeEmbedding, and G3D
modules. Other rule-based or pre-arranged modules fall in standalone topics, so we provide their details in
subsequent subsections, including local frame in Supplementary Section B.2, and enhancement modules
of DimensionwiseRescaling, NaturalReparameterization and AtomRef in Supplementary Section B.3. We
start with handling the formatting of density coefficient features.

Supplementary Section B.1.1 Density Basis and Coefficient Specification

As mentioned in Methods 4, M-OFDFT adopts atomic basis as an efficient density representation for
molecules. Each basis function ωµ is specified by the position of the center atom and the basis function
index, and we hence use µ = (a, τ) to index the τ -th basis function centered at atom a. The basis
coefficients therefore can be correspondingly attributed to each atom, which naturally serve as node-wise
density features for the atom point cloud.

Specifically, we choose an even-tempered basis set [42] (Eq. (67)) as the density basis set, with its β
parameter taken as 2.5. Each atom type Z (that is, atomic number) has its own set of basis functions and
the size of each set TZ varies from different atom types. The detailed composition of each atom type is
summarized in Supplementary Table 2.

The difference of basis functions on different types of atoms makes the coefficient features hold different
meanings and even come with different dimensions. This is unconventional and challenging for machine
learning models to process. To make the coefficient vector homogeneous over all the atoms, the basis
function sets on different atom types are joined together, and this united basis set is broadcast to all atoms,
making a unified T -dimensional density coefficient vector pa on any atom a, where T :=

∑
Z TZ is the

sum of the number of basis functions over all considered atom types. The final density coefficient vector
for the entire system is thus the concatenation of these T -dimensional vectors: p := concat({pa}Aa=1).
In more detail, in the QM9 dataset, the 477-dimensional concatenated coefficient vector consists of 20,
109, 116, 116 and 116 basis functions which correspond to H, C, N, O and F, respectively. For example,
given the coefficient of a hydrogen (H) atom, we place them at the first 20 dimensions and use zero-
valued vectors to mask other positions. A graphic illustration is shown in Supplementary Figure 2. The
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zero-valued mask is also employed to mask the predicted gradient during density optimization, avoiding
introducing irrelevant gradient information from masked positions.

Supplementary Table 2: Orbital composition of the basis set associated with each atom type. Note
that even though the compositions for N, O and F are the same, their basis sets can still be different from
each other because they can have different exponents and contraction coefficients.

Atom Type Orbitals

H 6s3p1d
C 11s8p7d3f2g
N 11s8p7d4f2g
O 11s8p7d4f2g
F 11s8p7d4f2g

Supplementary Section B.1.2 Gaussian Basis Function (GBF) Module

As shown in Supplementary Figure 1(a), the model converts the conformation (atom coordinates) input
X into pairwise distance features before sent to the rest part of the model, so that geometric invariance
with respect to X is guaranteed. These features are produced by the GBF module. It first converts atom
coordinates X = {x(a)}Aa=1 into pairwise distances, and then expand each distance value ∥xa − xb∥ into
a feature vector by evaluation under a series of Gaussian basis functions:

define E := GBF(X) : Ekab :=
1√
2πσk

e
− (∥xa−xb∥−µk)2

2σ2
k , (68)

where µk and σk are learnable scalar parameters representing the center and scale of the k-th Gaussian
basis function.

The pairwise distance features are used by the SelfAttention module in the G3D module (Supplementary
Figure 1(d); Supplementary Section B.1.4), which help identify the strength and ways of interactions
between node features. They are also used to construct the initial node features in the NodeEmbedding
module introduced next (Supplementary Figure 1(c); Supplementary Section B.1.3).

Supplementary Section B.1.3 NodeEmbedding Module

As shown in Supplementary Figure 1(c), we design a NodeEmbedding module to integrate various input
features into initial node features h, which, for each atom a, embody the atom type Z(a) (for specifying
the type of basis functions centered at that location), the spacial position relation with other atoms (basis
centered at other locations) specified by X, and the density coefficient vector pa on that atom repre-
senting the electron density around the atom (see Supplementary Section B.1.1 above). Specifically, (i)
for the atom type Z(a), an AtomEmbedding module assigns a learnable feature vector cZ

(a)

to the atom
according to its type Z(a). (ii) For positional features encoding the spacial relation of the atom a with
respect to other atoms, distance features with respect to all other atoms are summed:

∑A
b=1 Eab. (iii) For

the density coefficient pa on the atom a, it is first processed by the CoefficientAdapter module (Supple-
mentary Figure 1(b)) detailed later in Supplementary Section B.2 and Supplementary Section B.3. The
processed coefficient vector p̃a becomes translation and rotation (that is, SE(3)) invariant, and is properly
transformed to exhibit a mild scale range of itself and of the corresponding gradient. Due to the trade-off
between the scale range of p̃a and the corresponding gradient, the scale of p̃a is still large for a neural
network to process according to our trials. Therefore, we introduce a ShrinkGate module:

ShrinkGate(p̃a) := λco tanh(λmul p̃a),

where λco and λmul are learnable scalar parameters. The tanh function is applied element-wise, which
maps to a bounded space hence suppresses extreme values to avoid numerical challenges. Due to the
SE(3)-invariant property of p̃a, applying such a nonlinear operation on it still preserves this geometry
invariance.

Before aggregating features from the three sources, positional features and density coefficient features are
processed by multi-layer perceptron (MLP) modules. MLP (also called feed-forward network in some
context) are the most classical neural network architecture, which has been proven to be able to approx-
imate any continuous function under certain limit [43], and are indispensable components in modern
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Supplementary Figure 2: Concatenation of atomic basis for different atom types. τ is the index of
density coefficient dimension and pZ,τ denotes the coefficient vector for atom type Z. Note that this
is a schematic illustration, so the coefficient dimensions may not correspond to the actual dimensions
precisely.

neural network architectures. Specifically, all the MLP modules in our model shown in Supplementary
Figure 1 follow the general expression:

MLP(x) := U(2)gelu(U(1)x+ b(1)) + b(2), (69)

where x here represents a general feature vector of a unit (node or atom pair), U(1) and U(2) are learnable
weight matrix parameters, b(1) and b(2) are learnable bias vector parameters, and gelu(x) := xΦ(x) for
any scalar input x ∈ R is the Gaussian error linear unit activation function [44] that introduces nonlinearity
to the module, where Φ(x) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard Gaussian distribution.
When applied to a feature vector, gelu operates element-wise: gelu(x)k := gelu(xk).

To sum up, the whole NodeEmbedding module can be formulated as:

define h := NodeEmbedding(Z,E, p̃) :

ha := cZ
(a)

+ MLP(E)
( A∑
b=1

Eab
)
+ MLP(p)

(
ShrinkGate(p̃a)

)
, (70)

where MLP(E) and MLP(p) are two MLP instances with independent parameters.

Supplementary Section B.1.4 Graphormer-3D (G3D) Module
The Graphormer-3D (G3D) module (Supplementary Figure 1(d)) is the main neural network module in
the KEDF model (Supplementary Figure 1(a)). It is a Transformer-based [22] graph neural network,
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which performs nonlocal calculation between every pair of node features even located at distance, while
is tailored to taking into account the spacial relations between the two locations. Each G3D module
contains two layer normalization (LayerNorm) modules, a SelfAttention module, and an MLP module,
assembled in the way shown in Supplementary Figure 1(d).

LayerNorm The Layer Normalization module [45] is a widely adopted technique in Transformer-based
architectures. It shifts and scales the running feature vector in a neural network so that the values over the
vector components distribute with zero mean and unit variance, which is the numerical range over which
neural network modules are the most sensitive, thus facilitates stable and faster training and a better fit
to data. This module is applied before sending node features to the SelfAttention module and the MLP
module. It normalizes the node feature vector on each node independently:

LayerNorm(ha) := s⊙ ha − µa
σa

+ b,

where µa :=
1

Dhid

Dhid∑
k=1

hka, σa :=

√√√√ 1

Dhid

Dhid∑
k=1

(hka − µa)2, (71)

Dhid is the dimension of the input feature vector ha for node a, s ∈ RDhid and b ∈ RDhid are learnable
vector parameters, and ⊙ denotes element-wise multiplication.

SelfAttention The SelfAttention module is the processor responsible for nonlocal calculation that pro-
duces the result of interaction between any two node feature vectors. For updating feature vector on
node (that is, atom) a, the vanilla SelfAttention module [22] considers interaction of the current feature
vector ha of node a with the feature vector hb of each of the other nodes as well as itself. This is done
by constructing a “query” feature vector Qa := U(query)ha for node a to interact with other nodes (in-
cluding itself), and each of the other nodes, say, node b (could be a), constructs a “key” feature vector
Kb := U(key)hb to respond to the “query”, and a “value” feature vector Vb := U(value)hb to convey its
contribution. Here, U(query), U(key) and U(value) are learnable weight matrix parameters in RD′

hid×Dhid ,
where Dhid is the dimension of each node feature vector ha or hb, and D′

hid is another hyperparameter
determining the dimension of the key, query and value feature vectors. The respond of the “key” to the
“query” is modeled by Q⊤

a Kb√
D′

hid

which is treated as the unnormalized log-probability, or logit, to determine

the portion that node b contributes to the new node feature vector of node a. The probability, or the portion
of contribution, is recovered by applying the softmax function to the logits:

softmax(ℓ)b :=
eℓb∑
b′ e

ℓb′
.

In matrix form, the updated node feature vectors h′ := [h′
1, · · · ,h′

A] ∈ RD′
hid×A as a stacked array over

all the nodes is:

h′ := V softmax
( Q⊤K√

D′
hid

)⊤
∈ RD

′
hid×A,

where Q := U(query)h, K := U(key)h, V := U(value)h, h := [h1, · · · ,hA] ∈ RDhid×A.

To enlarge expressiveness, it is common practice to introduce “multi-head attention”, where the above
self attention calculation is repeated Dhead times, and the Dhead-fold results are concatenated. More
explicitly, the updated node feature vector array is:

h′ := [h′
1, · · · ,h′

A] ∈ R(DheadD
′
hid)×A,

where h′
a := concatenate({h′(1)

a , · · · ,h′(Dhead)
a }) ∈ RDheadD

′
hid ,∀a = 1 · · ·A,

are reshaped from:

[h′(d)
1 , · · · ,h′(d)

A ] := V(d) softmax
(Q(d)⊤K(d)√

D′
hid

)⊤
∈ RD

′
hid×A,∀d = 1 · · ·Dhead,

where Q(d) := U(query,d)h, K(d) := U(key,d)h, V(d) := U(value,d)h, h := [h1, · · · ,hA] ∈ RDhid×A.

To let the updated feature vector array h′ have the same shape as the original h, hyperparameters Dhead

and D′
hid are chosen such that DheadD

′
hid = Dhid.

The vanilla SelfAttention module handles general featured point (node) cloud input, but for a set of fea-
tured atoms, there is a spacial or positional relation between a pair of atoms. Distance is a natural way to
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describe such relation. For example, a shorter distance generally indicates a stronger interaction between
the two node feature vectors. To inform the attention mechanism of this characteristic, Graphormer-3D
(G3D) [40] introduce pairwise distance features into the attention mechanism. To accommodate for the
different usage of pairwise distance features from that in the NodeEmbedding module, a learnable MLP
layer is applied to the original pairwise distance features, pair by pair, which maps each distance feature
vector to dimension Dhead:

Ẽ := MLP(E) ∈ RA×A×Dhead : Ẽab := MLP(Eab) ∈ RDhead , (72)

where the MLP in the latter expression follows the general formulation in Eq. (69). This new pairwise
distance feature array is incorporated into the vanilla self attention as a bias to the contribution logits. For
an explicit expression, let Ẽ(d) := [Ẽ(d)

ab ]ab denote the A× A matrix combining the d-th distance feature
for all the pairs. The expression for the SelfAttention module is:

define h′ = [h′
1, · · · ,h′

A] := SelfAttention(h, Ẽ) ∈ RDhid×A for h := [h1, · · · ,hA] ∈ RDhid×A :

h′
a := concatenate({h′(1)

a , · · · ,h′(Dhead)
a }) ∈ RDheadD

′
hid=Dhid ,∀a = 1 · · ·A,

where [h′(d)
1 , · · · ,h′(d)

A ] := V(d) softmax
(Q(d)⊤K(d)√

D′
hid

+ Ẽ(d)
)⊤
∈ RD

′
hid×A,∀d = 1 · · ·Dhead,

Q(d) := U(query,d)h, K(d) := U(key,d)h, V(d) := U(value,d)h.

(73)

Assembly The third component in the G3D module is an MLP module, which follows the same form as
given in Eq. (69), and is applied to the node feature vector of each node independently (that is, the nodes
share the same MLP module to process their feature vectors). These modules are combined to make the
G3D module following the illustration in Supplementary Figure 1(d). Explicitly in equation,

define h′ := G3D(h, Ẽ) :
h′ := MLP(LayerNorm(h′′)) + h′′,

h′′ := SelfAttention(LayerNorm(h), Ẽ) + h.

(74)

Supplementary Section B.1.5 Output Process
To produce a scalar output, each node feature vector ha is processed to produce a scalar by an MLP
module following the form of Eq. (69), whose output dimension (that is, number of rows of U(2)) is 1.
The scalars from all the nodes are summed up, and the summed value is added with the output of the
AtomRef module (Methods 4.3; Supplementary Section B.3.3) to produce the final energy output:

TS :=

A∑
a=1

MLP(ha) + TAtomRef(p
′,M). (75)

Supplementary Section B.1.6 Model Configuration
In all experimental settings, we employ the same backbone architecture, Graphormer, specifically utilizing
the Graphormer-3D (G3D) encoder module. To ensure a fair comparison, most hyperparameters in all
models are maintained consistently (for example, model depth and hidden dimension). A summary of all
hyperparameter choices can be found in Supplementary Table 3. It is worth mentioning that in the shrink
gate of NodeEmbedding, the initial value of learnable parameters νco is set to 10, while the initial value of
νmul is set to 0.02 for the ethanol dataset and 0.05 for all other datasets. We did not conduct an extensive
hyperparameter search, and most hyperparameters were chosen following Graphormer [39]. All models
are implemented using the PyTorch deep learning framework [18].

Supplementary Section B.1.7 Training Hyperparameters
Following Graphormer [39], all models are trained using the Adam optimizer and a linear decay learning
schedule. The peak learning rate is set to 1 × 10−4 for our functional models and 3 × 10−4 for baseline
models (that is, M-NNP and M-NNP-Den). Other optimizer hyperparameters can be found in Supple-
mentary Table 3. A warmup stage featuring a linearly increasing learning rate is introduced to stabilize
training during the initial stage. The number of warmup steps is set to 30k for M-OFDFT and 60k for
baseline models. The batch size is set to 256 for the ethanol dataset and 128 for all other datasets. All
models are trained on Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs.
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Supplementary Table 3: Hyperparameters of the Graphormer model. These hyperparameters are
adopted in all methods in the present work (M-OFDFT, M-NNP, M-NNP-Den).

Hyperparameter M-OFDFT

G3D Modules 12
Hidden Dimension 768

MLP Hidden Dimension 768
Number of Heads 32
GBF Dimension 128

Dropout 0.1
Attention Dropout 0.1

Optimizer Adam
Learning Rate Schedule Linear decay

Adam (β1, β2) (0.95, 0.99)
Adam ϵ 1× 10−8

For different molecule datasets, the number of training epochs is determined by examining the loss curve.
Training is halted once the validation loss fails to decrease for 20 epochs. Specifically, our functional
models are trained for approximately 600 and 700 epochs on the ethanol and QM9 datasets, respectively.
For the QMugs dataset, our model is trained for approximately 700 epochs, while the M-NNP and M-
NNP-Den models are trained for 2,300 epochs. Notably, we propose a series of QMugs datasets with
increasing molecular size in Results 2.3, where the number of SCF datapoints will slightly increase as the
average molecular size increases (larger molecules generally require more SCF iterations to converge).
To ensure a fair comparison, we maintain approximately the same number of training epochs for different
datasets. In the Chignolin experiment, there are four Chignolin datasets with increasing peptide length
and data size. Our functional models are trained for 1,400, 1,100, 800, and 750 epochs, respectively, while
the M-NNP and M-NNP-Den models are trained for 3,000, 3,000, 1,000, and 900 epochs, respectively.

In practice, we employ a weighted loss function to optimize the KEDF model:

L = ξengLeng + ξgradLgrad + ξdenLden,

where Leng, Lgrad, and Lden represent the KEDF energy loss (Eq. (3)), gradient loss (Eq. (4)), and
projected density loss (Eq. (80)), respectively. ξeng, ξgrad, and ξden are the corresponding loss weights.
The selection of loss weights is determined through grid search on the validation set for various datasets
independently, and the utilized loss weights are provided in Supplementary Table 4.

Supplementary Table 4: Loss weights for various datasets and learning targets. The loss weights are
tuned on each setting by conducting a grid search on the validation set.

Dataset ξeng ξgrad ξden

Ethanol-TS,res 1 0.1 0.08
Ethanol-ETXC 1 0.03 1
QM9-TS,res 1 0.12 0.005
QM9-ETXC 1 0.12 0.05
QMugs 1 0.1 1
Chignolin 1 0.1 1

Supplementary Section B.2 Local Frame Module for Geometric Invariance

As mentioned in Methods 4.2, by expanding the electron density on a set of atomic basis, the expansion
coefficients p mathematically comprise geometric tensors of various orders equivariant to rotations and
translations. A local frame simultaneously rotating with the structure is adopted to decouple the density
feature from the change of the coordinate system and unnecessary geometric variability. As shown in
Supplementary Figure 3(a), to construct the local frame at an atom at x(0)

a , we choose x̂ pointing to its
nearest atom x

(1)
a . The ẑ axis lies in the line of the cross-product of x̂ with the direction to the second-

nearest not-on-x̂ atom x
(2)
a and the ŷ axis is then given by ŷ = ẑ× x̂. Note that we exclude the hydrogen

atoms in the neighborhood of the center atom following [46], making the obtained local frame depend
more on heavy atoms, whose positions are more stable than those of hydrogen atoms and reflect more
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Supplementary Figure 3: Illustration of the local frame. (a) The local frame is constructed for each
atom according to its local environment, which is equivariant with respect to. the transformation of the
global frame. (b) Local frames of similar substructures (for example, the three H-C bonds in the methyl
group) rotate with substructures accordingly, resulting in invariant coefficient features for locally similar
density patterns.

reliable local structures. Denote the local frame associated with atom a as:

Ra := (x̂, ŷ, ẑ),

the density coefficient vector and the gradient vector under the local frame are calculated by:

p′l
a = Dl(Ra)pla, ∇p′l

a
TS = Dl(Ra)∇pla

TS. (76)

where l is the degree of tensors or azimuthal quantum number. pl corresponds to the coefficient of basis
functions of the degree l (or type-l tensors in mathematics). Dl(Ra) is the Wigner-D matrix of degree l.

Notably, an additional benefit of the local frame is that it makes a stable feature for locally similar density
patterns. For example, consider the coefficients corresponding to the atomic basis on the three hydrogen
atoms in a methyl group (Supplementary Figure 3(b)). As the three H-C bonds are highly indistinguish-
able, the densities on the bonds are very close and contribute almost identically to the kinetic energy.
But as the three bonds have different orientations relative to a common global coordinate system, the
coefficients on the hydrogen atoms are vastly different if the basis functions on different hydrogen atoms
are aligned to the same directions. In contrast, basis functions under local frames are oriented equiv-
ariantly with the orientation of the local substructures, leaving the coefficients largely invariant, which
makes more physical meanings to predict the energy. For example, coefficients on basis functions align-
ing with the x̂ direction always represent the density on the shortest bond with the atom. As a result, the
local frame makes almost the same density coefficients on the three hydrogen atoms in the methyl group
even though the H-C bonds have different orientations. We also provide a numerical visualization of the
ethanol dataset, where the target functional is chosen as the residual energy of the non-interacting kinetic
energy after deducted by the value given by the base kinetic energy functional APBE [21]. As shown in
Supplementary Figure 4, the local frame always attains a noticeable scale (standard deviation) reduction
across various atom types, demonstrating its capability to eliminate unnecessary geometric variability
caused by various orientations of the chemical bonds. More importantly, as shown in Supplementary
Figure 5, this approach also brings a substantial scale reduction for gradient labels across various atom
types, especially for H atoms, where almost all coefficient dimensions exhibit a > 60% gradient scale
reduction. This is crucial to alleviate the large gradient range and make the subsequent dimension-wise
rescaling module easier (See more discussions in Supplementary Section B.3.1). These two advantages
of the local frame are beneficial for the efficient optimization of the KEDF model. The empirical results
in Supplementary Section D.4.3 suggest that the KEDF model achieves a 2-fold lower training and test
error by using this technique.
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Supplementary Section B.3 Enhancement Modules for Expressing Vast Gradient
Range

As mentioned in Methods 4.3, the raw gradient range of the input is vast, and conventional data normal-
ization techniques are not applicable in our task since minimizing the gradient scale is conflicting with
minimizing the coefficient scale. For the same reason we neither can take the logarithm of the density
feature, as a number of works have adopted [47], since the gradient would be correspondingly scaled up.
Another way to decrease the gradient scale is to downscale the energy value (that is, using a larger energy
unit). However, this does not bring further improvement in our trials. As mentioned in the main context,
this is due to the trade-off between easy learning and model resolution: an error in the normalized (small)
scale will be enlarged in the original scale. It neither works to use a separate model to learn the gradient
directly, as we have empirically observed that the energy value model easily overfits the training data, and
during density optimization the gradient model unnecessarily decreases the energy constructed from the
value model and even appears non-conservative as the optimization diverges.

Having both large coefficients and gradients implies a function with a large Lipschitz coefficient, which
leads to a great challenge for the optimization of conventional neural networks. According to these
observations, we turn to elaborating on a series of enhancement modules to express the vast gradient
range and enable effective training.

Supplementary Section B.3.1 Dimension-wise Rescaling

Dimension-wise rescaling of coefficients and gradients is applied after the process of local frame and
natural reparameterization. The two modules made the rescaling easier, but there is still a scale trade-
off between coefficients and gradients. We hence choose moderate values for the scale parameters in
Eq. (5): the target gradient scale sgrad is set to 0.05 and the maximal coefficient scale scoeff is set to 50.
Compared to the gradient scale, handling input coefficients with a larger range is more manageable. For
example, incorporating a ShrinkGate module to further compress the coefficients into a bounded space,
as discussed in Supplementary Section B.1.3. We found this technique yields an admirable performance
empirically. Consequently, we prefer allowing a larger coefficient scale in the trade-off. In the context of
deep learning, the Lipschitz coefficient (that is, the maximum absolute gradient that the neural network
model could express) is usually used to indicate the capability of a model fitting gradient label. Following
this convention, we take the maximum absolute gradient value to measure the label scale.

To illustrate the importance of dimension-wise rescaling, we visualize in Supplementary Figure 6 the
scales of gradients and density coefficients over the dimensions before and after the processing of
dimension-wise rescaling in the setting of learning residual KEDF with APBE base KEDF on the QM9
dataset. The shown gradient scales are estimated after centralizing the gradient values by subtracting the
gradient mean of each dimension with the atomic reference module. As plotted in Supplementary Fig-
ure 6(a), many gradient dimensions have an extremely large scale. We found this leads to great difficulty
in the practical optimization of deep learning models. After dimension-wise rescaling, most dimensions
are rescaled to have the desired gradient scale (Supplementary Figure 6(b)). As illustrated in Supple-
mentary Figure 6(c), the density coefficients are rescaled to a larger scale, and a ShrinkGate module is
introduced to normalize the coefficients into a friendly space (Supplementary Section B.1.3). As a result,
we found that the neural network model without the dimension-wise rescaling technique hardly converges
and the loss curve is particularly volatile, due to the smoothness of common neural network architectures
which restricts the range of the output gradient of the model. Applying the dimension-wise rescaling
technique effectively mitigates this dilemma and enables efficient optimization.

Supplementary Section B.3.2 Natural Reparameterization

Although dimension-wise rescaling allows the trade-off between numerical scales of coefficients and gra-
dients, the trade-off often has a difficult frontier that the two sides cannot be simultaneously made in a
mild scale. A way to improve the trade-off is to balance the difficulties over the dimensions. The dimen-
sions exhibit different scales since they have different sensitivity to the density hence the energy. Different
basis functions spread over different regions in space, so a same amount of coefficient change on different
basis functions influences the density function differently. To understand and balance the sensitivities, we
derive how the change of coefficients affect the density function. Consider a small change ∆p to the coef-
ficients p, which leads to a change in the density function ∆ρ(r) := ρp+∆p(r)−ρp(r). This difference is
typically measured by the L2-metric in the function space:

∫
|ρp+∆p(r)− ρp(r)|2 dr =

∫
|∆ρ(r)|2 dr =∫

|ρ∆p(r)|2 dr =
∫ ∑

µ∆pµωµ(r)
∑
ν ∆pνων(r) dr = ∆p⊤W∆p, where Wµν :=

∫
ωµ(r)ων(r) dr

is the overlap matrix of the atomic basis for density. As the atomic basis is not orthonormal, W is not
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isotropic (that is, cannot be turned proportional to the identity matrix by orthogonal transformations), so
the same amount of coefficient change in different dimensions has different effects on the density function.

The proposed natural parameterization p̃ := M⊤p, where M is a square matrix satisfying MM⊤ =
W, fulfills the desired balance. To see this, noting that W is non-singular hence is M, we have
p = M−⊤p̃, so the density change is

∫
|∆ρ(r)|2 dr = ∆p⊤W∆p = ∆p̃⊤M−1WM−⊤∆p̃ =

∆p̃⊤M−1MM⊤M−⊤∆p̃ = ∆p̃⊤∆p̃, hence the change of coefficient in any dimension contributes
equally to the density change. The gradient is reparameterized accordingly, following ∇p̃TS =
(∇p̃p)

⊤∇pTS = M−1∇pTS.

Choosing the matrix M still faces a degree of freedom of an orthogonal transformation. We choose:

M = Q
√
Λ, (77)

where
√
Λ denotes element-wise square-root operation, and the diagonal matrix Λ and orthogonal matrix

Q come from the eigenvalue decomposition of W = QΛQ⊤ (note W is symmetric positive definite
so such decomposition exists). We found it achieves more balanced sensitivity than using Cholesky de-
composition in terms of the resulted largest gradient scale after dimension-wise rescaling. Although the
eigenvalue decomposition requires a cubic complexity, it is only needed once per molecular structure,
hence does not introduce a large overhead compared to the cost in density optimization. Empirically, nat-
ural reparameterization considerably stabilizes the optimization of the functional model and brings lower
training and validation loss, as presented in Supplementary Section D.4.3, underscoring the necessity of
balancing the density coefficient with a physical metric.

Supplementary Section B.3.3 Atomic Reference Module

As mentioned in Methods 4.3, the per-type bias statistics {T̄Z}Z and the global bias T̄global on the dataset
are solved from the following over-determined linear equations using least squares method:

T̄M(d) :=
∑
Z

A
(d)
Z T̄Z + T̄global = mean{T (d,k)

S − ḡM(d)
⊤p(d,k)}k, ∀d,

where A(d)
Z := #{a ∈M(d) : Z(a) = Z} is the number of atoms of type Z in moleculeM(d). Note that

on the ethanol and Chignolin datasets where all structures share the same constitution, we only use the
global bias, that is, T̄M := T̄global. A similar treatment for energy bias is also adopted in [48].

To demonstrate the benefit of the atomic reference module, we visualize the gradient scale reduction by
the module on the QM9 dataset in Supplementary Figure 7. We find that the atomic reference module
substantially reduces the scale (variance) of gradient labels, especially for dimensions corresponding to
‘s’ atomic orbital functions. Since ‘s’ orbitals usually have large gradient mean values but small variance
values, subtracting the gradient mean from these dimensions greatly simplifies the learning of gradient
labels.

CoefficientAdapter Module These enhancement modules and the neural network model are combined
in the way shown in the model architecture Supplementary Figure 1(a). In the architecture, the natural
reparameterization module and the dimension-wise rescaling module are combined with the local frame
technique into the CoefficientAdapter module (Supplementary Figure 1(b)). It transforms the vanilla
density coefficient p to a neural-network-friendly density feature p̃ as the direct input to the neural net-
work model. It not only guarantees geometric invariance of density features, but also facilitates efficient
learning with vast gradient labels. We outline the implementation in Alg. 2.

Supplementary Section B.4 Functional Variants

In principle, besides the unknown KEDF, any energy density functionals in the decomposition formulation
of ground-state energy (Eq. (10)) can be taken as the training objective of the proposed M-OFDFT frame-
work. Here we first describe the two versions we mainly employed in the implementation of M-OFDFT,
and then describe our exploration in other functional variants.

Supplementary Section B.4.1 Residual KEDF
In the implementation of M-OFDFT, the first functional version we introduced aims to reduce the diffi-
culty of modeling KEDF directly by employing an existing KEDF as the base functional and learning the
residual:

TS,θ(p,M) := TS,res,θ(p) + TS,base(p,M). (78)
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Algorithm 2 Evaluation of the CoefficientAdapter module

Require: Input density coefficients p.
Require: Pre-computed dimension-wise rescaling factors {λZ,τ}Z,τ (see Eq. (5) and Supplementary

Section B.3.1); pre-computed quantities for the target molecular structure M: Wigner-D matrices
{{Dl

a := Dl(Ra)}lmax

l=0 }Aa=1 (see Eq. (76)) for transforming coefficients on each atom onto the local
frame of the atom, and the square-root matrix M of the density-basis overlap matrix W (see Eq. (77)).

1: for a in 1 · · ·A do
2: for l in 0 · · · lmax do
3: Transform density coefficients using the Wigner-D matrix: pla ← Dl

ap
l
a (Eq. (76));

4: end for
5: end for
6: Conduct natural reparameterization: p′ ←M⊤p (Eq. (7));
7: for a in 1 · · ·A do
8: for τ in 1 · · · T do
9: Rescale density coefficients dimension-wise: p̃a,τ ← λZ(a),τ p

′
a,τ (Eq. (6));

10: end for
11: end for
12: return (p̃, p′)

Specifically, we chose the APBE KEDF [21] as the base KEDF since it best fits the training data on the
QM9 dataset among four functionals mentioned in Methods 4.7.

The residual KEDF formulation also allows leveraging a lower bound of KEDF which introduces non-
negativity to the residual model, in hope for better extrapolation performance by encoding this analytical
property into the model. Nevertheless, we find that it is not straightforward to gain benefits from this
property, as it introduces additional training challenge which outweighs its merit. Specifically, we take
the von Weizsäcker (vW) KEDF [49] as the base KEDF, which is a lower bound of the true KEDF [6,
Thm. 1.1]. The training challenge is that it renders the gradient for the residual model to learn in vast
range. The visualization of processed gradient and coefficient scales presented in Supplementary Fig-
ure 8. Even after the processing of local frame, natural reparameterization, atomic reference model, and
dimension-wise rescaling, the processed gradient scale, in terms of the maximum absolute value across
all dimensions and all datapoints, is 2.08× 107 on the QM9 dataset (Supplementary Figure 8(a)), which
is orders larger than the scale 2.74 when using the APBE as the base KEDF (Supplementary Figure 6(b)),
and the scale 4.82 for the TXC version below (that is, learning the sum of the KEDF and XC functional),
even allowing a larger processed density coefficient scale of 1113.87 (Supplementary Figure 8(b)) vs.
507.44 for APBE base KEDF (Supplementary Figure 6(c)) and 451.59 for the TXC version. This large
gradient scale impedes any effective training of the neural network model. We even tried dropping out
datapoints with particularly large gradient labels that exceed a chosen threshold for training, but observed
a performance degradation, due to reduced information on a broader range of densities. We suspect that
this difficulty may be due to the divergence between learning an easier rule and learning a numerically
more friendly target. The vW functional leaves the neural network model to learn a non-negative resid-
ual, which can be regarded as an easier rule. But since the vW functional is a lower bound, it may not
approximate the KEDF closely, hence could leave the residual and its gradient in a large scale.

Nevertheless, in Supplementary Section D.1.1 we empirically verified the learned KEDF model satisfies
this lower bound.

Supplementary Section B.4.2 TXC Functional

The residual KEDF version has achieved a simpler learning target with a tractable gradient range, but
it has a computational bottleneck of evaluating the value and gradient of the APBE base KEDF as well
as the PBE XC functional from the density coefficient, which is conducted on a grid. As discussed in
Supplementary Section A.3.2, the time complexity of calculating the value is O(MNgrid) (recall M is the
number of basis functions). Evaluating the gradient by automatic differentiation requires the same time
complexity as evaluating the value, and moreover, it also requiresO(MNgrid) memory occupation to store
intermediate values for back-propagation. Considering the large prefactor of Ngrid (commonly ∼ 103N ),
the computational cost for residual KEDF to conduct density optimization becomes unaffordable for
large-scale systems. Such cost was observed on the QMugs dataset, for which Supplementary Section D.3
presents more detailed results.
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Algorithm 3 Usage of M-OFDFT to solve a given molecular system (density optimization process)

Require: A trained kinetic residual model TS,res,θ(p,M) or TXC modelETXC,θ(p,M), molecular struc-
tureM = {X,Z} of the given system comprising atomic numbers Z and positions X of all atoms,
gradient descent step size ε, initialization method init method, a trained density coefficient projec-
tion branch ∆pθ if init method == ‘ProjMINAO’ (Supplementary Section B.5.2).

1: Compute constants for this molecular structure M: density basis normalization vector w, overlap
matrix W and its square-root matrix M for natural reparameterization, 2-center-2-electron Coulomb
integral W̃ for evaluating EH (Eq. (47)), external potential vector vext for evaluating Eext (Eq. (49)),
rotation matrices and Wigner-D matrices for local frame, build grid and calculate density basis values
on grid points for evaluating EXC and TS,base if using TS,res,θ model;

2: if init method == ‘Hückel’ then
3: p(1) ← Hückel init(M);
4: else if init method == ‘ProjMINAO’ then
5: p← MINAO init(M);
6: p(1) ← p−∆pθ(p,M);
7: end if
8: k ← 1
9: while stopping criterion (described in Supplementary Section B.5.3) is not met do

10: Compute electronic energy using the PyTorch implementation (see Alg. 1 for evaluating TS,res,θ
or ETXC,θ):

11: if using the kinetic residual model then
12: E(k)←TS,res,θ(p

(k),M)+TS,base(p
(k),M)+EH(p

(k),W̃)+EXC(p
(k),M)+Eext(p

(k),vext);
13: else if using the TXC model then
14: E(k) ← ETXC,θ(p

(k),M) + EH(p
(k),W̃) + Eext(p

(k),vext);
15: end if
16: Calculate the gradient of the electronic energy with respect to the density coefficients:

∇pE
(k) ← auto grad(E(k),p(k));

17: Update the density coefficients using projected gradient:
p(k+1) ← p(k) − ε

(
I− ww⊤

w⊤w

)
∇pE

(k);
18: k ← k + 1
19: end while
20: return (E,p) at the iteration determined by the stopping criterion.

To get rid of calculation on grid, the second version of learning target for the deep-learning model is
introduced as the sum of the KEDF and the XC functional, which we call the TXC functional, denoted as
ETXC,θ(p,M).

Supplementary Section B.4.3 Learning Other Functionals

Besides the two versions above, we also experimented other direct targets for the deep-learning model to
learn, including directly learning the KEDF TS[ρ] (that is, without a base KEDF), the universal functional
U [ρ] (Eq. (7)), and the total energy functional Etot,M[ρ], that is, electronic energy E[ρ] in Eq. (10) plus
inter-nuclear energy Enuc(M) in Eq. (59) later. We found that both directly learning the KEDF and the
universal functional are hard to optimize due to their large gradient range, which is even larger than that for
learning the residual KEDF model and the TXC model, and cannot be effectively handled even using the
proposed techniques. Interestingly, learning the total energy functional Etot,M[ρ], that is, adding the ex-
ternal energyEext and inter-nuclear energyEnuc(M) to the universal functional as the target, substantially
reduces the gradient range and enables stable optimization, especially on protein systems we considered.
Specifically, on the 50 test Chignolin structures considered in Results 2.3, learning the total energy model
Etot,θ(p,M) using data of all peptides gives a better density optimization result (per-atom energy MAE
0.071 kcal/mol as in Fig. 3(e) ‘M-OFDFT/Pretrain’, per-atom relative energy MAE 0.097 kcal/mol as
in Fig. 3(c) ‘M-OFDFT’) than learning the TXC model ETXC,θ (per-atom energy MAE 0.102 kcal/mol,
per-atom relative energy MAE 0.148 kcal/mol). Nevertheless, these results by the ETXC,θ model are still
reasonable and effective, and are substantially better than the classical OFDFT using the APBE KEDF
(per-atom relative energy MAE 0.684 kcal/mol as in Fig. 3(c) ‘APBE’).
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Supplementary Section B.5 Density Optimization Details

After a functional model is learned, M-OFDFT solves a given molecular structure by density optimization,
as shown in Alg. 3. Here we provide additional results and details for density optimization.

Supplementary Section B.5.1 Additional Density Optimization Results
As mentioned in Methods 4.4, M-OFDFT can produce reasonable optimization curves for a given molec-
ular structure from either of the two initialization methods Hückel and ProjMINAO, and gives accurate
energy and HF force results. Here we illustrate the density optimization behaviors of various initialization
strategies using a QM9 molecule. As shown Fig. 9, the optimization process starting from the MINAO
density leads to an obvious gap from the target KSDFT energy. In contrast, the optimization curve start-
ing from Hückel density converges closely to the target energy, although it shows a larger energy error
than MINAO density at initialization. Furthermore, ProjMINAO initialization also converges closely to
the target energy, and finally achieves a better performance than Hückel initialization. These findings
demonstrate that both Hückel and ProjMINAO initializations have a better alignment with the training-
density manifold, and thus lead to better generalization performance during density optimization. More
attractively, Fig. 9 implies that M-OFDFT only requires an on-manifold initialization but does not need
projection in each density optimization step, implying its better robustness than previous methods.

To further show the advantage of the density optimization results, we compare M-OFDFT with classical
OFDFT using well-established KEDFs, following the same setting as Fig. 9 except on a different QM9
molecule. First, we compare the optimization curves in energy by M-OFDFT and OFDFT with clas-
sical KEDFs including TF [2, 3], TF+ 1

9vW [50], TF+vW [51], and APBE [21], from the conventional
MINAO [16] initialization. As illustrated in Supplementary Figure 10(a-b), M-OFDFT converges closely
to the true ground-state energy using both initialization methods, while all classical KEDFs lead to opti-
mization curves falling below the true ground-state energy. We did not plot the curve for TF+ 1

9vW since
it diverges so vastly that the curve soon runs out of the shown range.

We further plot the density error along with the optimization process, measured in the L2-metric∫
|ρ(r)− ρ⋆(r)|2 dr from the KSDFT ground-state density ρ⋆(r) (see Supplementary Section B.3.2 for

calculation details). As shown in Supplementary Figure 10(c-d), M-OFDFT from either initialization
continuously drives the density towards the true ground-state density and results in a small density error,
even though the optimization process is not driven by minimizing the density error (but by minimizing
electronic energy). This indicates that the energy objective of M-OFDFT constructed from the learned
functional model is not artificial in the sense of only producing the correct energy after optimization,
but it also leads to the correct electron density, so the functional holds the desired physical meaning. In
contrast, density error curves by classical KEDFs diverge quickly and present an ascending trend, reveal-
ing a problem for applying these functionals to molecular systems. Again, we did not plot the curve for
TF+ 1

9vW since it soon runs out of the shown range.

A subtlety in the density optimization process is the non-negativity of the density value everywhere in
space. As the basis functions follow the form of the multiplication of a Gaussian radial function which
is always non-negative, and a spherical harmonic function or a monomial (as is the case of the even-
tempered basis in Eq. (67)) that accounts for the angular anisotropicity which can take negative values.
The coefficients hence need to be within a certain region to guarantee that the represented density function
is non-negative everywhere. Due to the complexity of the basis functions, an explicit expression for
such a constraint is not obvious. We hence implemented a numerical guarantee that enforces the non-
negativity of density value on each grid point, by adding the following artificial energy penalty term to
the minimization objective Eq. (45) of density optimization:

Enonneg(p,M) :=

Ngrid∑
g=1

max{−ρp(r(g)), 0}, (79)

where ρp(r) :=
∑
µ pµωµ(r) is the electron density function represented by coefficient vector p (see

Eq. (25)), and {r(g)}Ngrid
g=1 is a set of grid points for the molecular structure M. Nevertheless, in our

empirical trials, we found that this additional term is seldom activated during density optimization, and
density optimization without this term already leads to an electron density that is non-negative on almost
all grid points. The number of exceptional grid points is even smaller than that due to density fitting error.
Considering the cost of evaluating density values on grid points, we hence omitted this step.

For ensuring density non-negativity, it is possible to represent the density as the square of linear combi-
nation of the atomic orbital basis functions, as adopted in many existing OFDFT implementations (for
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example, [33, 52–54]). But this would revert the computational complexity to quartic (O(N4)) due to
the Hartree term, and sacrifice the advantage over KSDFT. Future explorations could be expanding the
density onto a set of non-negative-valued basis functions.

Supplementary Section B.5.2 Density Initialization Details

Recall that we introduced two initialization methods in Methods 4.4, Hückel and ProjMINAO, for sta-
ble density optimization in M-OFDFT. Initialization is worthy of the attention since it should stay in the
training-data manifold of the functional model for reliable prediction. Training data come from eigen-
solutions of effective one-electron Hamiltonian matrix, which motivates the first choice of the Hückel
initialization [55, 56] which follows the same mechanism. The second choice is to project the initial
density onto the manifold, inspired by previous methods, for example, using local PCA [57, 58] or kernel
PCA [59]. But these existing projection techniques is not easily applicable for M-OFDFT since the density
optimization domain is the coefficient space generated by the given molecular structure, which differs for
different molecular structures, so it is not straightforward to determine the training-data manifold within
the coefficient space for an unseen molecular structure. We hence use an additional deep-learning model
to conduct the projection of the MINAO initialization, which we call ProjMINAO.

To implement the ProjMINAO initialization, we construct an additional output branch ∆pθ(p,M) to
predict the required correction to project the given density coefficient p towards the ground-state density
coefficient p⋆ for the molecular structureM. Due to the formulation of KSDFT, the ground-state density
corresponds to the eigensolution of an effective Hamiltonian (Supplementary Section A.2), hence is on
the training-data manifold for sure. Projecting towards the ground state could also accelerate convergence
in density optimization. The branch is built on top of the last G3D module shown in Supplementary
Figure 1(a) of the KEDF model. It processes the hidden representations of each atom through an MLP
module to predict the corresponding coefficient difference. The branch is trained to project the density
coefficient data along the SCF iteration of KSDFT onto the corresponding ground-state coefficient:∑

d

∑
k

∥∥∥∆pθ(p
(d,k),M(d))− (p(d,k) − p(d,⋆))

∥∥∥. (80)

Note that even though the projection is aimed at the ground state, we do not rely on it for accuracy, as the
functional model could continue optimizing the density (Fig. 9).

Since the MINAO or Hückel initialization primarily produces orbital coefficients, density fitting (Sup-
plementary Section A.4.1) is required to convert them to density coefficients to complete the density
initialization. Note that this procedure is performed only once for each molecular structure, so the cubic
computational cost of density fitting (and generating Hückel initialized orbitals) does not dominate over
the quadratic scaling of density optimization on regular workloads.

For very large molecules, we also propose an alternative initialization to directly generate the density
coefficients by superposition of isolated-atom densities, in the same spirit of MINAO which uses the
superposition of isolated-atom orbitals. This amounts to concatenating the fitted MINAO density coef-
ficients of each atom as if in isolation, which only has a linear computational cost. This constructed
density coefficients are then fed to the projection branch for the correction, which is the final initialized
density. In practice, this technique drastically reduces the time needed to construct the initial coefficients,
further reducing the overall time consumption of M-OFDFT, and renders only a minor increase of error
(approximately 0.02 kcal/mol in per-atom energy error on the interested protein systems in Results 2.4).

The effectiveness of this approach to handle off-the-training-data-manifold issue in density optimization
is demonstrated qualitatively by the convergent curves of energy and density in Supplementary Figure 9
and Supplementary Figure 10, and quantitatively by the results in Results 2.2 and Results 2.3. In contrast
to some other deep-learning OFDFT methods [57, 59, 58] which require the on-manifold projection in
each density optimization step, M-OFDFT only requires an on-manifold initialization, meaning at most
one projection. This makes the implementation much more efficient especially for large systems, and also
indicates that the learned functional generalizes better since it is more robust to unseen densities.

Supplementary Section B.5.3 Stopping Criterion

Another required specification for density optimization is stopping criterion. Ideally, the solution from
M-OFDFT is expected at the stationary point with zero projected gradient of the electronic energy. But in
practice, the exact zero-gradient point may be missed due to discretization error. Therefore, we propose
a set of stopping criteria to determine the practical stationary point over a chosen number of optimization
steps.
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• For molecules in a similar scale as those in training, the stopping criterion is chosen as the step with
minimal single-step energy update, that is, at the global (over the chosen number of optimization
steps) minimum of single-step energy update. This is the closest step to the stationary point in prac-
tice.

• For larger-scale molecules than those in training, however, the above criterion is not as effective as on
in-scale systems. The reason is that the reliable coefficient region around the ground-state density for
the model is likely smaller and anisotropic due to the extrapolation risk, so the coefficients may find
a mistaken direction to ”sneak off” the ground state in an extensive optimization. Note that it is hard
to project the confronted density during optimization onto the training-data manifold precisely, since
the manifold of coefficient is unknown for a molecular structure not present in training. Therefore,
we mitigate this problem by controlling the extent of density optimization to balance optimization
effectiveness and reliability. Specifically, we consider two additional criteria: (1) the step where the
projected (onto the tangent space of normalized coefficients; not the training-data manifold) gradient
norm first stops decreasing, that is, the first local minimum of the projected gradient norm. (2) the
step where the single-step energy first stops decreasing, that is, the first local minimum of single-step
energy update. These two criteria characterize a local minimum on the optimization process, hence
represent a certain level of optimization effectiveness. Meanwhile, they are chosen to be the first
encountered point with such characterization, where is likely still in the reliable region for the model.
Based on empirical results on the validation set, we prefer first invoking criterion (1). If this criterion
is not met within the chosen optimization steps, we seek for criterion (2). If this is still not met,
we resort to the original criterion of the global minimum of single-step energy update, which always
exists.

Supplementary Section B.5.4 Density Optimization Hyperparameters

During the deployment stage, we use the ProjMINAO as the initialization choice for all settings in Re-
sults 2. The adopted gradient descent steps and step size ε are chosen according to the performance of
evaluation datasets. The gradient descent steps and step size are set to 1000 and 1×10−3 for all molecular
datasets and functional variants (including traditional KEDF baselines), with the exception of implement-
ing the learned KEDF models TS,res,θ and ETXC,θ on the ethanol dataset, where the step size ε is set to
5×10−4. The vanilla Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimizer is adopted in the density optimization
process.

Supplementary Section C Related Work

In this section, we give a more detailed discussion on prior works that leverage machine learning to ap-
proximate the kinetic energy density functional (KEDF) for OFDFT. Kernel ridge regression is employed
in pioneering works [57, 59, 60, 58, 30, 31], including the extension that leverages kernel gradients [61].
These works have proven the success of the idea of machine-learning OFDFT. Such models can be seen
as nonlocal, but the costly calculation on grid restricts the applications to 1-dimensional systems. Some
other works fit a linear combination of classical KEDF approximations with explicit expression [62], in-
cluding nonlocal ones [63], but the demonstrated systems are still effectively 1-dimensional. Deep neural
networks have also been explored recently, including multi-layer perceptrons (a.k.a feed-forward neural
networks) [64–66, 52, 53, 67] and convolutional neural networks [68, 61, 69, 54]. Many of them learn
the kinetic energy density at each grid point from semi-local density features on that point [53], and to
compensate for nonlocal effects, third-order [64, 65, 52] and fourth-order [66] density derivative features
are leveraged. Others consider the interaction of density features at different locations hence are nonlo-
cal [68, 61, 69, 67, 54]. Many of such works enable the calculation on 3-dimensional systems [68, 64–
66, 53, 69, 54], and the lower computational complexity than KSDFT has been shown empirically [53].
Nevertheless, the demonstrated systems are still limited to tiny molecules of dozen atoms, with excep-
tions of [68] with about 30 atoms but restricted to alkanes, and [53] with a few thousands atoms but on
material systems and without accuracy evaluation. The contribution of our work M-OFDFT is the appli-
cability to diverse and larger molecules (for example, the Chignolin polypeptide containing 168 atoms)
with extrapolation capability while maintaining the low complexity of OFDFT. Technical contributions
are summarized in the beginning of Methods 4.
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Supplementary Section D Additional Empirical Results

Supplementary Section D.1 In-Scale Results

Supplementary Section D.1.1 Quantitative Results

Supplementary Table 5: Performance of M-OFDFT with different learning targets and initial-
ization configurations, as an extension to the results narrated in Results 2.2. The mean absolute
errors (MAEs) in energy and Hellmann-Feynman (HF) force are listed in kcal/mol and kcal/mol/Å,
respectively. The results are calculated on ethanol test structures (n=10,000) and QM9 test molecules
(n=13,388).

Method Ethanol QM9

Energy HF force Energy HF force

TS,res-Hückel 5.27 27.73 9.88 12.73
TS,res-ProjMINAO 0.18 1.18 0.93 2.91
ETXC-Hückel 3.95 126.65 9.69 123.51
ETXC-ProjMINAO 0.18 2.07 0.73 4.73

M-NNP 0.10 25.24 0.25 7.72

Functional variants and initialization As mentioned in Results 2.2, M-OFDFT achieves chemical ac-
curacy on unseen conformations (ethanol) and chemicals (QM9) in a similar scale as seen during training,
using a deep-learning model targeting the residual KEDF on top of a base KEDF. Here we provide re-
sults under more technical choices in Supplementary Table 5. Firstly, we let the model learn the sum of
the kinetic and XC energy ETXC to get rid of the large prefactor of grid computation for calculation on
large-scale molecules (Supplementary Section B.4.2). This is adopted in time complexity (Results 2.4)
and extrapolation (Results 2.3) studies, and here we list its performance in this in-scale case. Secondly,
as presented in Methods 4.4, two initialization strategies are proposed to address the out-of-distribution
issue of initialized density. The results reported in Results 2.2 are produced by ProjMINAO initializa-
tion, and here we also list the results produced by the Hückel initialization method, which is one of the
standard initialization methods in common DFT calculation [16, 56], and does not require an additional
deep-learning model (or module). We also provide the results of M-NNP, that is, a deep-learning model
with the same architecture that directly predicts the ground-state energy of the given molecular structure
in an end-to-end way.

From Supplementary Table 5, we can see that although the ETXC model combines with an additional un-
known density functional, it can still be effectively trained, and does not have obvious negative effects on
the accuracy. The energy accuracy is even improved on both datasets given the same initialization method.
For the initialization methods, even without the deep-learning shortcut, M-OFDFT still achieves a reason-
able accuracy using the Hückel initialization. With an additional deep-learning module for predicting a
correction, the ProjMINAO initialized density stays close to the ground-state density, so it can yield better
results. Finally, M-OFDFT achieves a comparable energy accuracy with the end-to-end method M-NNP,
even though the process to give the energy by M-OFDFT (density optimization using the KEDF model)
is not directly supervised. Notably, on tasks that do not have a direct supervision, M-OFDFT is superior
over M-NNP. As the table shows, M-OFDFT achieves a substantially more accurate HF force estimation
than M-NNP, even though neither has seen HF force label in training. Abundant evidence in Results 2.3
also shows the dominating advantage of M-OFDFT in extrapolation to molecules larger than seen during
training.

Details on the potential energy surface (PES) study As shown in Fig. 2(c) of Results 2.2, M-OFDFT
can accurately reproduce the PESs of ethanol. Here we provide more implementation specifics of the
evaluation process. To benchmark the PES, we generate a series of ethanol structures by varying either
the H C C O torsion angle or the O H bond length, starting from the equilibrium ethanol conforma-
tion (optimized by classical molecular dynamics simulation). The torsion angles are taken uniformly on
[−180◦, 180◦) with 15◦ increment, where the 0◦ angle is defined when the four atoms are on the same
plane and H and O are on the same side. The bond lengths are taken uniformly on [0.856 Å, 0.144 Å]
with 0.015 Å increment. The interval is taken as the range of the O H bond length in the training dataset.
The energy curves in Fig. 2(c) are produced by the residual KEDF TS,res,θ version (Supplementary Sec-
tion B.4.1) of M-OFDFT with ProjMINAO density initialization. This setting is consistent with other
results shown in Results 2.2. The curves are not evaluated on densities solved by KSDFT [68, 65].
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Geometry optimization study To investigate the utility of M-OFDFT for geometry optimization, we
integrate the M-OFDFT implementation with the geometry optimization framework in PySCF [16],
wherein the HF force (Supplementary Section A.5) by M-OFDFT is used. We generate a set of initial
ethanol structures by varying the H C C O torsion angle from the equilibrium ethanol conformation.
The torsion angles are taken uniformly on [−180◦, 60◦] with 30◦ increment. For each initial structure, we
relax the structure using both KSDFT and M-OFDFT for at most 100 steps. For M-OFDFT, the resid-
ual KEDF TS,res,θ version (Supplementary Section B.4.1) with ProjMINAO density initialization is used,
which is consistent with other results shown in Results 2.2.

To evaluate the optimized structures by M-OFDFT, we first calculate the rooted mean square deviation
(RMSD) between the optimized structure by M-OFDFT and the optimized structure by KSDFT for each
initial ethanol structure. The mean RMSD value across all the initial structures is 0.07 Å, indicating a
good consistency of M-OFDFT with KSDFT. To further evaluate the optimized structures by M-OFDFT,
we compare the bond lengths and angles against those of optimized structures by KSDFT. For a ref-
erence to assess the error, for each bond or angle type, we plot the distribution in the form of violin
plot of the bond length or angle value in the ethanol training dataset. As the dataset is from the MD17
dataset [27, 70], the plot represents the distribution in thermodynamic equilibrium. As depicted in Supple-
mentary Figure 12, the majority of the bond lengths and angles of the optimized structures by M-OFDFT
exhibit good agreement with the results of KSDFT, and align closely with the high-density region of the
corresponding thermodynamic equilibrium distributions. The difference from KSDFT results is also sub-
stantially smaller than the span of the corresponding thermodynamic equilibrium distribution. This result
underscores the practical efficacy of M-OFDFT for geometry optimization.

Comparison with vW as a lower bound As mentioned in Supplementary Section B.4.1, since the von
Weizsäcker (vW) KEDF [49] is a lower bound of the true KEDF [6, Thm. 1.1], taking it as the base KEDF
could inform the TS,res model to be non-negative, but unfortunately introduces more training challenges.
Hence it remains to be explored to leverage the lower-bound property of the vW KEDF. Nevertheless,
we can empirically verify that our learned KEDF models already satisfy this lower bound. For this, we
present a scatter plot in Supplementary Figure 13, where each point represents the vW KEDF value (x-
axis coordinate) and the kinetic energy value by our learned KEDF model (y-axis coordinate) of each
electron density. The densities for this evaluation are taken as the ground-state densities optimized by
our KEDF model on unseen ethanol test structures (Supplementary Figure 13(a-b)) or unseen QM9 test
structures (Supplementary Figure 13(c-d)), following the setting in Results 2.2. Our KEDF model takes
either the residual KEDF version (Supplementary Section B.4.1) with APBE base KEDF (Supplementary
Figure 13(a,c)), or the TXC functional version (Supplementary Section B.4.2) which gives the kinetic
energy value by subtracting the EXC value from the model-predicted value ETXC (Supplementary Fig-
ure 13(b,d)). The figure clearly shows that in all cases, the kinetic energy values by our KEDF model
are larger than the corresponding vW values, hence our learned KEDF models satisfy this lower bound
property.

Supplementary Section D.1.2 Visualization of Optimized Densities

Radial density plot For more qualitative investigation of M-OFDFT, we provide more visualization re-
sults of the optimized density by M-OFDFT, in addition to Fig. 2(b). Supplementary Figure 14 shows the
radial density by spherical integral around the other two heavy atoms in the ethanol molecule, that is, the
α-carbon atom (the one connected to the oxygen atom) and the β-carbon atom. The results demonstrate
that the density curves of M-OFDFT again align almost identically with the KSDFT density curves. In
contrast, the classical KEDF using APBE for KEDF again leads to a substantial deviation around bonding
regions between peaks of core electrons.

Partial charge and dipole moment visualization As reported in Results 2.2, the optimized density of
M-OFDFT can accurately reproduce Hirshfeld partial charges [71] and dipole moments of molecules. To
further illustrate the results, we provide a representative example in Supplementary Figure 15 of atomic
partial charge on each atom in an unseen test ethanol structure as well as the dipole moment of the
structure, based on the optimized density by M-OFDFT. The results show that both the Hirshfeld partial
charges for each atom and the dipole moment from M-OFDFT are in close agreement with those obtained
from KSDFT in the ethanol molecule.
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Supplementary Section D.2 Extrapolation Results

Supplementary Section D.2.1 Results on QMugs and Chignolin

Validation error in the extrapolation experiments As shown in Results 2.3, M-OFDFT has shown
a superior extrapolation performance in energy than end-to-end deep-learning counterparts M-NNP and
M-NNP-Den that predict the total energy directly. We emphasize here that this is not due to that M-NNP
and M-NNP-Den are not well trained or overfit to the training dataset. Supplementary Table 6 shows that
M-NNP and M-NNP-Den achieve a better validation error than M-OFDFT, but their extrapolation errors
increase much more vastly than that of M-OFDFT.

Supplementary Table 6: Training, validation and extrapolation error (per-atom energy MAE in
kcal/mol) of our M-OFDFT and reference methods M-NNP and M-NNP-Den on the QMugs and
Chignolin extrapolation setups. For the QMugs case, all the methods are trained and validated on two
disjoint splits of QM9 molecules and QMugs molecules with no more than 15 heavy atoms, and are tested
for extrapolation on QMugs molecules (n=50) with 56-60 heavy atoms. For the Chignolin case, all the
methods are trained and validated on two disjoint splits of fragment structures of all peptide lengths (2-5),
and are tested for extrapolation on Chignolin structures (n=1,000). Note that for M-OFDFT, the training
and validation energy errors are from end-to-end model output, while the extrapolation error is from the
result after density optimization using the model, consistent with Fig. 3.

Method QMugs Chignolin

Train Validation Extrapolation Train Validation Extrapolation

M-NNP 0.008 0.017 1.768 0.003 0.003 0.084
M-NNP-Den 0.004 0.019 1.824 0.002 0.002 0.079
M-OFDFT 0.044 0.055 0.112 0.015 0.016 0.071

Extrapolation performance in HF force We then show the better extrapolation performance of M-
OFDFT in HF force. As shown in Supplementary Figure 16(a), M-OFDFT with functional model trained
on molecules with fewer than 15 heavy atoms consistently maintains a substantially lower HF force MAE
than M-NNP and M-NNP-Den on larger-scale molecules. M-OFDFT also outperforms the two end-to-end
counterparts across various fragment datasets in the Chignolin experiment (Supplementary Figure 16(b)).

In the finetuning setting of Chignolin, Supplementary Figure 16(c) shows that M-OFDFT always achieves
much better HF force results than M-NNP and M-NNP-Den in each of the three setups. M-OFDFT attains
a substantial 40.8% HF force error reduction in finetuning over training from scratch, showing the ability
of capturing transferable knowledge from accessible-scale data, and more efficiently leveraging limited
large-scale data. In contrast, the end-to-end deep-learning methods exhibit even worse HF force results
when incorporating accessible-scale data, manifesting an extrapolation difficulty to a larger scale.

Extrapolation comparison to NNP with other architectures Results 2.3 have demonstrated the qual-
itatively better extrapolation performance of M-OFDFT than direct energy prediction, that is, the neural
network potential (NNP) formulation, using the same model architecture as M-OFDFT, denoted as M-
NNP. We further verify that this conclusion still holds even using more advanced and recent architec-
tures for NNP. We consider Equivariant Transformer (ET) [72] and Equiformer [73], which are recently
proposed NNP architectures that have shown remarkable performance and competitiveness in the field.
Notably, ET is one of state-of-the-art equivariant NNP architectures that use Cartesian vector features to
maintain SE(3)-equivariance, and Equiformer is a cutting-edge approach amongst NNP architectures that
leverage high-order spherical harmonics tensors to encode molecular features.

Following the setting of Fig. 3(a) introduced in Results 2.3, we train the NNP models on QM9 and QMugs
molecules with no more than 15 heavy atoms, and test them on increasingly larger molecules from the
QMugs dataset. Results in Supplementary Figure 17 demonstrate that although using the more advanced
architectures improves the performance over M-NNP, the error in the extrapolation cases is still larger
than that of M-OFDFT, and the error still increases with molecule size, while the error of M-OFDFT
keeps constant or even decreasing.

Evaluation of electron density in the Chignolin experiment For a thorough assessment of the ex-
trapolation capability of M-OFDFT, we evaluate the electron density solved by M-OFDFT on peptide
structures in various lengths. As peptides are relatively large molecules, it is inconvenient to directly
visualize the densities. We hence calculate the Hirshfeld partial charge [71] and dipole moment from the
solved density.
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This evaluation is conducted in parallel with the setting in Results 2.3. To construct the evaluation bench-
mark, we prepare a test set encompassing a range of short-peptide structures, from dipeptides to pen-
tapeptides, as well as Chignolin structures (of length 10). We sample 50 structures for each category of
peptides. More details about the peptide structures are described in Methods 4.5.4. For solving test pep-
tide structures of lengths 2 to 5, we apply the total energy functional model Etot,θ trained on all training
peptide structures (of lengths 2-5), following the same setting as Fig. 3(c). For solving test Chignolin
structures, we further finetune the model on 800 training Chignolin structures. We take KSDFT results to
evaluate error, and compare the results with the classical OFDFT using the TF+ 1

9vW KEDF. Results in
Supplementary Table 7 demonstrate that M-OFDFT consistently outperforms the classical OFDFT over
peptides of all lengths, in terms of the accuracy on these density-related quantities. The partial charge
MAE of M-OFDFT is substantially lower, by two orders of magnitude. This substantial improvement
further underscores the power of M-OFDFT.

Supplementary Table 7: Hirshfeld partial charge and dipole moment results in mean absolute error
(MAE) from KSDFT. The units for partial charge and dipole moment are e and D, respectively. Each
dataset contains 50 structures.

Test dataset Quantity M-OFDFT TF+ 1
9vW

Dipeptide Partial charges 2.62×10−3 0.147
Dipole moment 0.217 2.970

Tripeptide Partial charges 2.68×10−3 0.153
Dipole moment 0.283 3.556

Tetrapeptide Partial charges 2.68×10−3 0.139
Dipole moment 0.390 3.420

Pentapeptide Partial charges 2.85×10−3 0.141
Dipole moment 0.543 3.474

Chignolin Partial charges 3.32×10−3 0.132
Dipole moment 1.077 12.049

Supplementary Section D.2.2 Additional Extrapolation Study from QM9

Results on charged molecules As clarified in Supplementary Section B.1, the input atom types Z
and positions X are only used to inform the KEDF model of the types and centers of the atomic basis
functions under which the expansion coefficient input is defined, but not for the physics of the actual
atoms. This formulation makes M-OFDFT inherently general for handling input densities from either
neutral or charged molecular systems, just by feeding the KEDF model with expansion coefficients of the
corresponding electron density onto the atomic basis functions whose types and positions are specified by
Z and X, even if the KEDF model is trained on data only from neutral molecules.

Here, we demonstrate the efficacy of M-OFDFT in handling charged molecules. To construct an evalu-
ation benchmark, we randomly select five unseen carboxylic acid molecules from the QM9 test set, and
deprotonate the hydrogen cation from the carboxyl group ( C(O)OH) of each molecule, thereby generat-
ing five carboxylate anions ( C(O)O–). We employ the TXC functional modelETXC,θ trained on the QM9
training set, which comprises neutral molecules only, to solve these charged systems. We initialize the
electron density using ProjMINAO (Methods 4.4), which projects the electron density from the MINAO
initialization onto the training-data manifold by a deep-learning model. Since MINAO gives the initial
electron density by treating the system as neutral, we rescale the density coefficients produced by Proj-
MINAO to normalize to the correct number of electrons of the charged system. Note that in the density
optimization process (Eq. (2)), the number of electrons is kept throughout, so the ground-state density so-
lution also respects the correct charge of the system. We evaluate the performance of M-OFDFT in terms
of the mean absolute error (MAE) from KSDFT results over the five systems in the energy difference
between the neutral and the corresponding charged system.

The result is that M-OFDFT achieves a 3.80 kcal/mol MAE of energy difference. In comparison, the
result of the classical OFDFT using the TF+ 1

9vW KEDF is 30692.16 kcal/mol, an error of five orders
larger. This result indicates that M-OFDFT trained on neutral systems is still effective in handling charged
molecules, an extrapolation capability of a new kind. The capability for charged molecules can be further
improved if data from charged molecules are included.
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Results on unseen chemical environments Extrapolating a trained machine-learning model to unseen
chemical environments, for example, bond types not present in training data, is another challenging ex-
trapolation evaluation. To investigate this type of extrapolation capability of M-OFDFT, we apply M-
OFDFT to the carbon monoxide molecule CO, which contains a triple bond C O that is not encountered
in training the KEDF model. The initial CO structure is generated using the RDKit software [74] which
gives the bond length of 1.118 Å. We then augment four additional CO structures by adjusting bond
lengths to 1.102 Å, 1.112 Å, 1.122 Å and 1.132 Å, containing both squeezed and stretched bond lengths.
The residual KEDF TS,θ model trained on QM9 training set is used to solve these systems. The Hückel
method is chosen for density initialization, which exhibits better robustness to various bond lengths than
the ProjMINAO initialization in our trials.

We evaluate the results in mean absolute error (MAE) with respect to KSDFT results. The Hirshfeld
partial charge MAE and dipole moment MAE of optimized densities by M-OFDFT over the five CO
structures are 0.102 e and 0.150D, respectively. As a reference, these MAE numbers are 0.296 e and
0.496D when using the classical OFDFT with the TF+ 1

9vW KEDF. Hence M-OFDFT still achieves a
substantial improvement over classical OFDFT even in this extrapolation scenario.

It should be noted that neither charged molecular systems nor the triple bond C O has been encountered
in our training data, thus they are indeed challenging extrapolation tasks. While the formulation of M-
OFDFT is designed to be universally applicable to all densities and molecular systems, its performance as
a neural network model is hard to completely avoid extrapolation error. This is reflected in the (absolute)
energy MAE of M-OFDFT on charged QM9 molecules, which stands at 3.79 kcal/mol, higher than
0.73 kcal/mol on neutral molecules from the same dataset. Despite this, the extrapolation performance of
M-OFDFT is still reasonable, and is still substantially better than classical OFDFT methods, showcasing
the potential of M-OFDFT in these more challenging scenarios. The performance of M-OFDFT on these
systems can be further improved by enriching the train data with charged molecules and new bond patterns
such as triple bond C O, which will be investigated in future work.

Supplementary Section D.3 Empirical Time Cost Results

Settings As mentioned in Results 2.4, we aim to demonstrate the lower time complexity of M-OFDFT
compared to KSDFT by empirically benchmarking the two methods on two types of large molecular
systems. For KSDFT calculations on all systems, we adopt the same settings as introduced in Meth-
ods 4.6. M-OFDFT calculations are benchmarked on a 32-core CPU server with 216 GiB memory, which
is equipped with one Nvidia A100 GPU with 80 GiB memory. Fig. 4 is produced by running M-OFDFT
and KSDFT on QMugs molecules. For QMugs molecules, since they are generally much larger than
ethanols and QM9 molecules to the extent that the residual KEDF TS,res,θ formulation becomes substan-
tially costly due to grid-based computation for TS,base and EXC, we apply the learned TXC functional
model ETXC,θ in the same setting as is used to produce Fig. 3(a).

Time cost of each computational component To better understand the structure of the time cost in the
density optimization process (that is, the process to use M-OFDFT to solve a queried molecular system),
we split the time cost into various computational components in M-OFDFT. Both the residual KEDF
TS,res,θ formulation (Supplementary Section B.4.1) and the TXC functional ETXC,θ formulation (Supple-
mentary Section B.4.2) of M-OFDFT are considered. As shown in Supplementary Figure 18(a), in the
TS,res,θ formulation, the three major parts of the time cost are the evaluation of the XC functional (denoted
as “EXC”), the evaluation of the base KEDF (denoted as “Ts-Base”), and the evaluation of the TS,res,θ
model (denoted as “ML-Pred”). Noting that the first two components are evaluated on grid, we conclude
that grid-based computation is the main restriction to running M-OFDFT on large molecules, conform-
ing to Supplementary Section B.4.2, hence the TXC functional ETXC,θ formulation is motivated, which
does not require any grid-based computation. We also note that grid-based computation also occupies a
substantial amount of GPU memory (Supplementary Section B.4.2). Using the hardware specified above,
we can only afford systems of up to 230 electrons under the TS,res,θ formulation, which is where the plot
ends. To compare the component-wise time cost of the TS,res,θ formulation and the ETXC,θ formulation,
we conduct the same analysis with the ETXC,θ KEDF model. As shown in Supplementary Figure 18(b),
due to the removal of grid-based computations, the total running time is substantially reduced. We note
that in this case, the evaluation of the ETXC,θ model takes the largest computational cost. This part has
an O(N2) computational complexity due to the need for nonlocal calculation. As the molecular size
increases, this could lead to considerable computational demands. Despite the importance of the nonlo-
cal calculation (Supplementary Section D.4.2), its influence presumably does not extend infinitely, thus
allowing us to reduce the complexity by using a distance cutoff for large molecular systems. Specifically,
with a distance cutoff rc, the Transformer-based model, Graphormer, can be modified to capture nonlo-
cal interactions between one atom and its neighboring atoms within the cutoff. The complexity is then
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O(AArc), where Arc is the average number of neighboring atoms within the distance cutoff rc. As rc is
taken as a constant, Arc is a constant. Hence the modification reduces the complexity of the model to lin-
ear: O(AArc) = O(A) = O(N). We also note that analogous approaches to trim the neighborhood based
on distance cutoffs have been utilized to achieve linear cost scaling using the Transformer architecture in
the realm of machine learning [75, 76], which pave the way for further improvement of M-OFDFT.

Details on the time evaluation on proteins To further highlight the scaling advantage of M-OFDFT,
we evaluate it on two large-scale protein molecular systems containing 709 and 738 atoms. The all-atom
conformations of these systems are obtained from Lindorff-Larsen et al. [77] and neutralized following
the same pipeline for processing Chignolin structures (detailed in Methods 4.5.4). Such a scale is already
seldom encountered in the context of KSDFT calculations. Considering the substantial scale difference
between the protein systems evaluated and the molecules used during training, we employ the total energy
functional model Etot,θ(p,M) trained on all Chignolin fragments and finetuned on 800 Chignolin struc-
tures. This model is expected to provide the best extrapolation capacity within our available resources.

The results indicate that M-OFDFT achieves a 25.6-fold and 27.4-fold speedup over KSDFT on the
two protein systems, respectively. The per-atom energy MAE of M-OFDFT on the two test systems
is 0.23 kcal/mol and 0.31 kcal/mol, respectively. While higher than the error on the Chignolin case,
the result still demonstrates a substantial advantage over M-NNP, which gives per-atom energy MAE of
0.36 kcal/mol and 0.63 kcal/mol, respectively.

Supplementary Section D.4 Ablation Study

Supplementary Section D.4.1 Multi-Step Data and Gradient Label

To capture the energy landscape in the density coefficient space, we generate multiple p samples for
each molecular structure M and compute the gradient label ∇pTS for additional supervision informa-
tion. An ablation experiment is conducted on the ethanol dataset to investigate the importance of each
type of supervision by excluding the supervision label during the training process. The ablation results
are presented in Supplementary Table 8. We observe that removing the gradient label ∇pTS leads to a
considerable decrease in energy and HF force accuracy for both density initialization strategies, empha-
sizing the importance of maintaining the optimization of M-OFDFT on a physical track. Incorporating
multi-step p samples is also crucial for enhancing the performance of M-OFDFT, particularly for the
ProjMINAO initialization, as the accuracy of the density corrector model depends on the size of training
densities.

Supplementary Table 8: Ablation study for various data augmentation strategies. All results are
evaluated on test ethanol molecules with the learned TS,res,θ model. The MAEs in energy and HF force
are listed in kcal/mol and kcal/mol/Å, respectively.The results are calculated on ethanol test structures
(n=10,000).

Multi-step p Gradient ∇pTS Density Initialization Energy HF Force

✓ ✓ Hückel 5.27 27.73
ProjMINAO 0.18 1.18

✓ Hückel 166.84 144.78
ProjMINAO 170.83 143.67

✓ Hückel 6.43 32.83
ProjMINAO 20.61 38.56

Supplementary Section D.4.2 Nonlocality

Considering the nonlocal dependency of KEDF on electron density, it is essential to incorporate nonlocal
calculations in OFDFT, which motivates us to use Graphormer as our backbone architecture. To demon-
strate the importance of nonlocality, we conduct an ablation study by gradually decreasing the receptive
field (that is, the distance cutoff of atom neighborhood) of the functional model (specifically, the TXC
model (Supplementary Section B.4.2)) of M-OFDFT. The experiment follows the extrapolation setting in
parallel with Supplementary Table 6, that is, the functional model is trained on molecules with no more
than 15 heavy atoms and the resulting M-OFDFT is tested on 50 QMugs molecular structures with 56-60
heavy atoms. As illustrated in Supplementary Figure 19, both the energy and HF force prediction error
tend to worsen as the distance cutoff decreases, providing empirical evidence in our setting that a nonlocal
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model is indeed indispensable for well approximating a functional involving the kinetic energy density
functional (KEDF).

Supplementary Section D.4.3 Local Frame and Enhancement Modules

As discussed in Methods 4.2, the input coefficients are tensors equivariant to rotation, but the output en-
ergy is a scalar hence invariant, which requires the model to have such invariance built-in. In addition, the
vast range of gradient data makes optimizing the KEDF model challenging. A CoefficientAdapter module
is proposed to guarantee the geometric invariance of the model and express the vast gradient range. We
conducted an ablation experiment to study the importance of each component in this module. As shown in
Supplementary Table 9, utilizing the local frame results in a considerable performance improvement com-
pared to the baseline model using the standard global frame (for example, derived by PCA on the atom
coordinates), demonstrating the effectiveness of the local frame in reducing the geometric variability of
input data.

Furthermore, since different basis functions have varying importance in representing a density, some co-
efficient dimensions can substantially influence the density function and the electronic energy. This is
difficult for M-OFDFT to handle, as the model treats each dimension equally. During density optimiza-
tion, this influence is amplified when the input density is far from the ground state. We address this
issue by introducing the natural reparameterization technique to balance the impact of each coefficient
dimension. The results in Supplementary Table 9 show that implementing natural reparameterization can
substantially improve the performance of the model, especially for the Hückel initialization, which is far
from the ground-state density. Here, the energy MAE is reduced by one or two orders of magnitude, high-
lighting the powerful capability of natural reparameterization in balancing sensitivities across coefficient
dimensions.

We also attempted to examine the importance of the other two enhancement modules, the atomic reference
module and the dimension-wise rescaling module, but found it difficult to optimize the learning objective
when removing either module from the model. Consequently, the unreasonable evaluation results are
omitted in Supplementary Table 9. Moreover, the substantial impact on expressing a vast gradient range
and the quantitative results for reducing geometric variability, as clarified in Supplementary Section B.3.1,
also strongly support the necessity of these two modules.

Supplementary Table 9: Ablation study for components in the CoefficientAdapter module. All
results are evaluated on test ethanol molecules with the learned TS,res,θ model. The MAEs in energy and
HF force are listed in kcal/mol and kcal/mol/Å, respectively.The results are calculated on ethanol test
structures (n=10,000).

Local Frame Nat. Reparam. Density Initialization Energy HF Force

Hückel 567.69 73.17
ProjMINAO 0.57 2.02

✓ Hückel 514.56 36.55
ProjMINAO 0.30 1.29

✓ Hückel 25.41 37.18
ProjMINAO 0.18 1.81

✓ ✓ Hückel 5.77 27.73
ProjMINAO 0.18 1.18

Supplementary Section D.4.4 Results Using Other Training Strategies

As stressed in the main paper, one of the additional challenges for learning a functional model beyond con-
ventional machine learning tasks is that the model is used to construct an objective function for optimizing
the input, hence in addition to accurate end-to-end prediction on a discrete set of input queries, the model
also needs to capture the output landscape (tendency of change in each locality) to properly guide the
optimization. To address this challenge, we introduced techniques to generate multiple density datapoints
each also with a gradient label for each molecular structure (Methods 4.1, Supplementary Section A.4),
which provides a more holistic depiction of the output landscape. While there are alternative methods to
regularize the optimization behavior in the context of learning the XC functional model [78–80, 38], our
experiments indicate that they are not as effective for our task.
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Kirkpatrick et al. [78] design an SCF loss based on second-order perturbation theory to regularize the
functional stationary at provided self-consistent solutions. This effectively acts as a gradient supervision
at the ground state, that is, the given self-consistent orbitals, for each molecular structure. The SCF loss
itself is not directly suitable for learning the KEDF model as it is for supervising the gradient with respect
to orbitals but not density (also explained by del Mazo-Sevillano and Hermann [67]). Approaches under
the same spirit to supervise the gradient at the electronic ground state of each molecular structure are
also explored in learning a KEDF model [61, 52, 53, 67]. In contrast, M-OFDFT introduces gradient
labels on multiple electron density states, instead of only the ground-state density, for each molecular
structure, which provides richer and broader landscape information, leading to a substantial performance
improvement as shown in our ablation study results in Supplementary Table 8 (row 1 and row 3).

Other studies shape the output landscape and regularize the optimization behavior by directly supervising
the model-optimized energy and density (or orbitals). This approach supervises the end goal, but un-
fortunately complicates the learning process of the model, since the dependency of the model-optimized
results on model parameters is nested iteratively following an optimization iteration. Some works resort
to gradient-free optimization methods (for example, evolutionary-style algorithms) to optimize the model
parameters [79], which are not as efficient as gradient-based optimization. Li et al. [80] choose to directly
invoke automatic differentiation on the loss with respect to model parameters through the optimization
process of orbitals, which is, in the context of learning the XC functional for KSDFT, typically conducted
through the self-consistency field (SCF) iteration that solves the Kohn-Sham equations, hence called the
Kohn-Sham regularizer. We tried its counterpart for learning the KEDF for OFDFT, by supervising the
model-optimized energy and density after the density optimization process using gradient descent (note
SCF iteration is unnatural here), and then applying automatic differentiation through the gradient-descent
iteration. In our experiments on QM9, we found this incurs substantially more computational cost for
computing the gradient for model parameters. Even only using the ETXC version of functional model
(Supplementary Section B.4.2) to get rid of the costly grid-based computation, only a few number of
density optimization steps up to 8 is affordable. With this maximally affordable cost, this strategy could
work when applied to an end-to-end pretrained model on the energy and gradient labels, as we observed
improved energy accuracy on held-out test molecules using 8 steps of density optimization. However,
an undesired observation indicates that the model learned in this way still does not meet the goal: the
density optimization process often does not converge, and even when it does, the accuracy is much worse
than that at the 8-th step. This makes the method, instead of learning a density functional that holds a
physical meaning, more like an end-to-end ground-state energy predictor constructed by unrolling the
machine-learning model 8 times through the gradient descent process.

Under the same idea to supervise model-optimized energy, Chen et al. [38] find it is possible to avoid
automatic differentiation through the iterative orbital optimization process if the resulting energy Eθ(C⋆

θ)
is indeed optimal in the view of the current functional model, since ∇θEθ(C⋆

θ) = (∇θEθ)
∣∣
C⋆θ

+

(∇θC̄
⋆
θ)

⊤(∇C̄Eθ)
∣∣
C̄⋆θ

= (∇θEθ)
∣∣
C⋆θ

(C̄ denotes the vector of flattened C matrix, and ∇θC̄
⋆
θ is the

Jacobian matrix) as the optimality condition indicates (∇C̄Eθ)
∣∣
C̄⋆θ

= 0 on the admissible space of orbital

coefficients, so ∇θC̄
⋆
θ is avoided. The same argument also applies to the optimization process of density

coefficients. Since finding the optimal orbitals after every model update is expensive, the method opts to
optimize the model and density alternately. However, this modification biases the orbital/density optimal-
ity thus the optimization process may also deviate from being effective. In our experiment on Chignolin,
we iterated the alternate optimization for four steps (and even carefully optimized the density in each step
with a large cost), but observed only marginal performance improvement. Specifically, the performance
gains from each step are 0.5%, -0.06%, 1.7%, and -0.8%, respectively, where the negative signs indicate
that some steps even worsen the results.
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(b) C atom
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(c) N atom
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Supplementary Figure 4: Coefficient scale changes by the use of the local frame. For each coeffi-
cient dimension τ of atom type Z, the height of the bar represents the relative change in scale, calcu-
lated as std coeff′

Z,τ−std coeffZ,τ
std coeffZ,τ

, where std coeffZ,τ := std{p(d,k)
a,τ }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d and std coeff ′

Z,τ :=

std{p′(d,k)
a,τ }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d denote the coefficient scale before and after being transformed by the local

frame, respectively. A negative value indicates a reduction in the scale of the coefficient due to the local
frame transformation. Importantly, the local frame substantially decreases the coefficient scale across
diverse basis dimensions and atom types.
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(b) C atom
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(c) N atom
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(d) O atom

Supplementary Figure 5: Gradient scale changes by the use of the local frame. For each coeffi-
cient dimension τ of the atom type Z, the height of the bar represents the relative change in gradient
scale, calculated as max grad′

Z,τ−max gradZ,τ
max gradZ,τ

, where max gradZ,τ := max{∇pa,τT
(d,k)
S }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d

and max grad′Z,τ := max{∇pa,τT
′(d,k)
S }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d denote the gradient scale before and after being

transformed by the local frame, respectively. The local frame transformation notably reduces the gradient
scale across a wide range of basis dimensions and atom types.
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(a) Gradient scales after processed by local frame, natural reparameterization, and atomic
reference model (before dimension-wise rescaling).
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(b) Gradient scales further after dimension-wise rescaling.
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(c) Density coefficient scales further after dimension-wise rescaling.

Supplementary Figure 6: Gradient and density coefficient scales over dimensions on the QM9
dataset in the setting of learning residual KEDF with APBE base KEDF. The maximum absolute
value is used to measure the maximum scale of data. (a)-(b) present the gradient scale before and af-
ter the dimension-wise rescaling transformation. This technique properly balances the scales of gradient
and density coefficient in each dimension, hence reduces the gradient scale for easier learning, while
maintaining a reasonable density coefficient scale. (c) shows the corresponding coefficient scale after the
dimension-wise rescaling transformation.
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Supplementary Figure 7: Gradient scale changes by the use of the atomic reference mod-
ule. For coefficient dimension τ of the atom type Z, the height of the bar is also cal-
culated by max grad′

Z,τ−max gradZ,τ
max gradZ,τ

, where max gradZ,τ := max{∇pa,τT
(d,k)
S }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d and

max grad′Z,τ := max{∇pa,τT
′(d,k)
S }a:Z(a)=Z, k, d denote the gradient scale before and after being cen-

tralized by the atomic reference module, respectively. The atomic reference module considerably covers
the vast gradient scale.
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(a) Gradient scales after processed by local frame, natural reparameterization, atomic refer-
ence model, and dimension-wise rescaling, in parallel with Supplementary Figure 6(b).
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(b) Density coefficient scales after processed by local frame, natural reparameterization,
atomic reference model, and dimension-wise rescaling, in parallel with Supplementary Fig-
ure 6(c).

Supplementary Figure 8: Gradient and density coefficient scales over dimensions on the QM9
dataset in the setting of learning residual KEDF with the vW base KEDF. The maximum absolute
value is used to measure the maximum scale of data. (a) and (b) respectively present the gradient scales
and density coefficient scales after processed by local frame and all enhancement modules (natural repa-
rameterization, atomic reference model, and dimension-wise rescaling), in parallel with Supplementary
Figure 6(b) and (c) for APBE base KEDF respectively. Although these techniques have reduced the orig-
inal gradient scale under a reasonable density scale, the processed gradient scale is still exceedingly large
∼ 107 for a neural network to learn.
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Supplementary Figure 9: Typical density optimization curves of M-OFDFT for a QM9 molecule
with different initialization methods. MINAO, the common KSDFT initialization, leads the optimiza-
tion to a large gap from the target energy, since it is not from the eigensolution to an effective Hamilto-
nian matrix, hence lies off the training-data manifold (out of distribution). Hückel initialization solves
an eigenvalue problem, which indeed converges the curve with a much smaller energy error of 5.34
kcal/mol. ProjMINAO initialization uses a deep-learning model to project the MINAO density onto the
training-data manifold, which also converges the curve and achieves the best result of 0.60 kcal/mol
energy error. The inset figure highlights the role of density optimization even though the ProjMINAO
density is close to the ground-state density.
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Supplementary Figure 10: Density optimization curves by M-OFDFT and OFDFT with classical
KEDFs. The figures come in parallel with Fig. 9 but on a different QM9 molecule. (a) Curves in relative
energy along the density optimization process of M-OFDFT with different initialization methods. M-
OFDFT converges closely to the true ground-state energy using either initialization method. (b) Curves
in relative energy along the density optimization process of OFDFT using classical KEDFs. The curves
run below the true ground-state energy with a large gap. (c) Curves in density error along the density
optimization process of M-OFDFT with different initialization methods. M-OFDFT converges closely to
the true ground-state density using either initialization method, even though the optimization is not driven
by minimizing the density error. (d) Curves in density error along the density optimization process of
OFDFT using classical KEDFs. The curves diverge quickly. Curves for TF+1

9vW are omitted in (b) and
(d) since they soon run out of the shown range.
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Supplementary Figure 11: Compositions of training datasets from QM9 and QMugs for the ex-
trapolation setting in Fig. 3(b). The training datasets contain the same number of datapoints (molecular
structures), while involve increasingly larger molecules. The proportion of molecules in each scale range
(that is, QM9, bin1-bin4) respects the proportion in the joint dataset. The range of the number of heavy
atoms in each data source is listed in the figure (that is, [1, 9] for QM9).
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Supplementary Figure 12: Bond lengths and bond angles of ethanol structures by geometry op-
timization with M-OFDFT and KSDFT. Different points represent the optimizes results from differ-
ent initial structures. The violin plots in the background depict the distributions of the corresponding
bond lengths or angles under thermodynamic equilibrium, which are calculated on ethanol structures
(n=20,000). The vertical dashed lines represent the quartiles. The mean RMSD between the optimized
structure by M-OFDFT and by KSDFT over the initial structures is 0.07Å.
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Supplementary Figure 13: Kinetic energy value comparison between M-OFDFT and the vW KEDF.
Each point represents the vW KEDF value (x-axis coordinate) and the kinetic energy value by our learned
KEDF model (y-axis coordinate) of each electron density. Two versions of our learned KEDF model are
considered, including the residual KEDF version (a,c) and the TXC functional version (b,d). The densities
for evaluation come from ground-state densities optimized by our KEDF model on 10,000 unseen ethanol
test structures (a-b) or 13,388 unseen QM9 test structures (c-d).
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Supplementary Figure 14: Additional visualization of the density optimized by various methods.
Integrated density on spheres of varying radii around each of the two carbon atoms in an ethanol structure
is plotted in each figure, in parallel with Fig. 2(b).
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Supplementary Figure 15: Visualization of Hirshfeld atomic partial charge on each atom in an
ethanol structure as well as the dipole moment of the structure. Both the atomic partial charges and
the dipole moment derived from the solved electron density by M-OFDFT align closely with those solved
by KSDFT.
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(a) QMugs (fixed training dataset, in parallel with
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(b) Chignolin (fixed test dataset, in parallel with Fig. 3(d))
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Supplementary Figure 16: Extrapolation performance in HF force of M-OFDFT compared with
M-NNP and M-NNP-Den on the two extrapolation settings. The data are mean and the shades as
well as error bars in all figures show 95% confidence intervals. (a) HF force MAE on increasingly larger
molecules from the QMugs dataset, using models trained on molecules with no more than 15 heavy
atoms from QM9 and QMugs datasets, in parallel with Fig. 3(a). Each value is calculated on 50 QMugs
molecules. (b) HF force MAE on Chignolin structures (n=1,000), using models trained on a series of
datasets including increasingly longer peptides, in parallel with Fig. 3(d). (c) HF force MAE on Chignolin
structures (n=50), using models trained on all peptides without (‘Pretrain’) and with ‘Finetune’ on 500
Chignolin structures, in parallel with Fig. 3(e). Also marked are error reduction ratios by the finetuned
models over models trained ‘FromScratch’ on the 500 Chignolin structures only.
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Supplementary Figure 17: Extrapolation performance of M-OFDFT compared to other advanced
deep-learning architectures. Each line denotes the mean absolute error (MAE) in per-atom energy on
increasingly larger molecules from the QMugs dataset, using a model trained on molecules with no more
than 15 heavy atoms from QM9 and QMugs datasets. Each value is calculated on 50 QMugs molecules
and the bars show 95% confidence intervals. The setting is in parallel with Fig. 3(a). Beyond M-NNP,
that is, the NNP using the same model architecture as M-OFDFT and already presented in Fig. 3(a), two
more architectures for NNP are investigated: Equivariant Transformer (ET) [72] and Equiformer [73].

a b

Supplementary Figure 18: Empirical time cost of various computational components in the density
optimization process of M-OFDFT, under (a) the residual KEDF TS,res,θ formulation and (b) the TXC
functional ETXC,θ formulation. Computational components are defined in the following. “Init-Den”: ini-
tialization of density (including density fitting); “Init-Grid” (only for the TS,res,θ formulation): generation
of grid points and evaluation of basis function values on them; “ML-Pred”: evaluation of the deep-learning
model, TS,res,θ or ETXC,θ, including the local frame module (Supplementary Section B.2) and enhance-
ment modules (Supplementary Section B.3); “Coeff-Deriv”: automatic differentiation to compute the
gradient of the deep-learning model with respect to input density coefficients; “Ana-Eng”: computation
of the values and gradients with respect to density coefficients of energy terms that have analytical ex-
pressions, that is, the Hartree energy EH (Eq. (47)) and the external potential energy Eext (Eq. (49));
“HF-Force”: Hellmann-Feynman force computation (Supplementary Section A.5) conducted after den-
sity optimization; “Ts-Base” (only for the TS,res,θ formulation): evaluation of the value and gradients with
respect to density coefficients of the base KEDF on the grid; “EXC” (only for the TS,res,θ formulation):
evaluation of the value and gradients with respect to density coefficients of the XC functional on the grid.
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(a) Energy results
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(b) HF force results

Supplementary Figure 19: Ablation study results for the nonlocality of the functional model archi-
tecture. The shades show 95% confidence intervals. (a) and (b) show the energy error and HF force error
of M-OFDFT on QMugs molecules (n=50) with 56-60 heavy atoms, for which the model is trained on
QM9 and QMugs molecules of no more than 15 heavy atoms. The distance cutoff∞ represents a fully-
connected graph (nonlocal model). The experiment is conducted on the extrapolation setting in parallel
with Supplementary Table 6.
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